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ANARCHISTS

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. WEDNESDAY EVENING. MAY 29. 1907.

V

DECORATION DAY

.SERVATIVE ELEMENT

ATTEND

SAN FRANCISCO
Authorities Have Apprehension That Attempt Will be
Made to Assassinate
Roosevelt.
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Czolxosz is iii Newcastle.
Cleveland. Ohio, May 2!. According to a statement made here today
by relatives of Michael Czolgosz, thj
latter Is today In Newcastle, Pa.,
where he went for the purpose of
placing flowers on his wife's grave on
Memorial day. They declare that he
has had no Intention of visiting Canton.

Ut.lJ.

TAKKS

PLACK

WITHOIT ACClDKNT.

Ohio,

May

29.
Canton.
The body
now rests
of Ida
beside that of the late President McKlnley In the receiving vault at West,
lawn cemetery.
The simple funeral servies held at
the McKlnley residence th's afternoon were witnessed by a distinguishcompany, including President
ed
Roosevelt, Vice President Fairbanks,
Uovernor Harris and many other
high officials of both the nation and
the state.
During the progress of the funeral
all business In Canton was suspended and all school children were dismissed for the day.
It was close to 1 o'clock when the
presidential party arrived. The entire- party was driven to the home of
Justice Day, where luncheon was
served.
The
McKlnley residence was not nearly large enough
to accommodate all the people who
wished to attend the funeral and the
floral remembrances were so numerous that a greater part of them were
sent to the cemetery ahead of the
funeral procession.
The entire police force of Canton,
assisted by some from neighboring
cities, handled the crowds outside the
house.
Secret service men from. Washingmingled in tiie crowd durton al
ing the services to protect the president.
The funeral services were brief and
Confined M the Methodil episcopal
were
service, and the four song
identical with (hose sung at the fun-rof the lute president.
The services were conducted by
Rev.. !)r. liuxton, pa.-tof the First
Methodist Kpiscopal church, assist
l
e by Itev. Ir Holmes, former pastor
ut the church.
(.'union drew a sigh of relief when
tiie remain were filially sufely deposited in the vault.
I OIM.IM.N
Ji i:kim
SKl'ltKTAKV HIM..
N'e-.W.
Yolk. May 2H. Frank
Hiil. formerly secretary of K. H.
who sold to a newspaper the
Sidney Webster letter, written by
Hrr!maii. the publication of which
die a heated denial from President
l:
today pleaded guilty to a
vi.iitioii of the penal code, which
prohibits i; aktng public private documents by conndeiitial employe.
on recommendation of tiie district
attorney's itllce and at the request of
H irt '.'i.i i'., (njctice w as suspended.
Saxton-McKinl-

San Francisco, Cal., May 29.
Within the next few days. It Is announced that a committee of seventy-fivcomprising he most Influential
business men, merchants land manufacturers of San Francisco, will be
created as a rallying point for the
decent conservative element In the
community, which wishes that law
and order be preserved and business
confidence again restored.
Kucf Will He Sentenced Next Week.
Abraham Ruef appeared before Superior Judge Dunne today to be sentenced for extortion of 11,175 from
Joseph Mai fan tl, the proprietor of the
Delmonjco's restaurant, to which he
plead guilty a fortnight ago.
On the motion nf Assistant District
Attorney Heney, sentence was postpone two weeks.
Theodore V. Halsey, agent fof the
Telephone company, Indicted on the
charge of bribing supervisors,
was
to
arraigned and given until Saturday
.
,.:
(
plead.
Jrnfters Would Drlbe Jurymea.
That attempts have recently been
made to tamper with certain members of the grand Jury by agents of
mime of the persons under indictment
and others who are under investigation Iby the graft prosecution. Is the
charge made by Assistant District Attorney Francis J. Heney, who claims
to have In his possession evidence to
substantiate it.
Heney said yesterday that he knew
It to be a fact that certain grand
jurors had been approached, with a
view of Influencing their votes on the
last week
indictments
returned
against the United Railroads officials,
the directors of the . Sun Francisco
Gas and Electric and the,, Parkslde
Transit comiKuiies." Heney' refuses to
say what action he will take in the
matter, but intimates that he will investigate it and possibly prosecute
those whom tie charges with being
guilty of the offense.
The accused
are said to be men of high standing
v.
In the business community, '
Iifparei to Conibut the. Defense.adprosecution
graft
has Jeen
The
vised that the defense of the corporation officials Indicted for bribery and
offering a bribe will be that they
were the victims of extortion by Abe
Uuef, Preparations are ibelng made
to. combat this line of defense.
Ruef
declares that he never asked any of
the Indicted magnates for one dollar,
that in each case they went to him of
their own Initiative and tendered
money to him; that he took It reluctantly, as a fee, with no evil Intent,
and that he gave a part of his fees
to Mayor Schmltz and the supervisors, because they forced him to do so
,
under rqmpulslon.
It remains to be seen, whether such
a farcical explanation of the corruption of. the city government will be
regarded seriously by anyone, except
the graft proseoutors and Ruef.
The forces of the prosecution are
aligning for a great battle in the
courts when Patrick Calhoun and the
other corporation officials are brought
to trial.
Outlines Attitude of Prosecution.
In regard to the attitude of the
prosecution Hetjey said yesterday:
"This cry of extortion, by which the
bribe givers whb have debauched
our city government hope to save
themselves, is utter rot. If any extortion was practiced, why did not
Patrick Calhoun come to me and tell
me about it. I was friendly enough
with him to be appointed by him as
a member of the board of arbitration
to settle the previous strike of the
carmen on the United Railroads. If
Calhoun was a victim of extortion he
should have come to us, at me outset, when we were asking everyone to
come forward and tender eviuence of
municipal graft against Ruef. Calhoun remained silent then, and It Is
too late for him to cry extortion
now."
Heney says that the Investigations
Into the Home Telephone company,
the Pacific Telephone company, the
prize-tigtrust and the Hay Cities
Water company are not yet concluded
and will be resumed when the grand
Jury convenes on June 10th. Meantime all the energies of the graft prosecution will toe concentrated on the
pending trials.
Are.
Know WIm Tlielr
the
"It is a good thing to see up."
prosecution
line
enemies of the
said Heney yesterday, in discussing
the situation. ' "We know who they
are. and would rather fight them in
the open than in secret. The princ ipal
enemy of this prosecution is William
F. Herrln. general counsel for the
Southern Pacific railroad, and we
shall give him u fight to the finish;
you can rely on that."
William J. Hums regards It as a
most fortunate 'hlng that Kuef has
confessed, and also deplores the tendency which, he says he observe, to
make the fallen and disgraced boss
the scapegoat for all the sins of the
When asked
municipal government.
whether he regarded Iluef's coht'es- -
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Statement.

Canton, China, May 29. Revolutionists In the neighborhood of Hwa-torecently captured the entire family of a Chinese brigadier general and
compelled them to drown themeelvcs
.
In a well.
Thirteen hundred troops have been
dispatched from Canton to Swatow,
and another detachment
has gone
from hlushtng.
Swatow, China, May 29. A proclamation Issued by tivatvan, of the revolutionary society, declares that the
uprising is not directed against foreigners or ordinary Chinese subjects,
but against the government, the Intention being to attack and burn
every yamen and exterminate all iof- nclals, with the object of overthrowing the government.
Missionaries, however, are seeking
refuge at tfwatow.
THK KAlsKK W11.IIKI..M
SAVhiS HERSELF.
Xew York, May 28. The steamer
Kaiser Wllhelm der Orosse, which
went aground upon the west edge of
the main channel In the lower bay
last night, was floated this morning
without assistance other than her
own engines.
The steamer apparently sustained
no damage.
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SCHOOL TEACHER GOES TOO

Proclamation Sonnds Death Knell Miss Craven's Relijrn Discredits
toChInese Government-Sa- ys
Elopement Story-Actiol
Officials Will be Exterminated
Peculiar-Mrs.
Couple Were
and Public Buildings
Whitney Makes

e,

al

liar-rima-

JUf,IPJNWELL

WEEK

--

Justice lay.

MYSTERIOUS

UPRISING NOT DIRECTED

BESEN-TENGEDNE-

.

It was learned today that yesterday afternoon Justice Day notilied the
police that a strange man had been
prowling about his residence, and
last night someone telephoned Inspector .Sutton thut Michael Czolgosz
was lu Canton.
This information, it is said, came
from a Cleveland newspaper.
Three Suspects Arrested.
Three arrests were the result of
"drag-nets- "
thrown out during the
forenoon.
men
The
arrested are strangers In
the city and strongly protested the absence of malign feelings.
They will be held until after the
president's departure for Indianapo-

ENTIRE FAMILY

MAKES

RUEF WILL

House of Justice Day Is Closely Prosecutor Heney Apparently Has
Something More Up His Sleeve.
Guarded-Thr- ee
Suspects Are
Agent Who Bribed Supervisor
Arrested Rumor That Mich- - '
for Telephone Company
ael Czolgosz is In
Given Till Saturday.
Canton False.
Canton, Ohio, May 29. Intense excitement reigns In Canton today as
a result of the story started last night
to the effect that an attempt would
President
be made to assassinate
Roosevelt, who Is here to attend the
funeral of Mrs. McKlnley.
The city Is crowded with visitors,
which makes more difficult the work
of the police and detectives, many of
whom are here from Washington.
All suspicious characters are being
shadowed and arrests are expected.
The home of Justice Day, where the
president Is stopping while In the
city, is closely watched by uniformed
officers as well as plain clothes men.
The arrival of the president was
closely guarded and the change from
the train to a private carriage was
made through lines of detectives and
special officers.
The president himself, however, takes the matter more
coolly than do his subordinates, consisting of the cabinet officers.
The crucial period will be reached
at the time of the funeral.
The anarchists, it Is said, have planned ever
since It was known that Mrs. McKlnley was going to die to make the funeral the event of the assassination of
the president, and the presence of
strangers in Canton, many of whom
are thought to be members of the
American society, la causing grave
feelings of unrest.
Crowds Continue to Arrive.
During last night and this morning
people from various parts of the
country continued to arrive to attend
the funeral of Mrs. McKlnley. .....,,.
A rumor, apparently originating" at
Cleveland, that Michael Czolgosz, a
brother of the assassin of President
McKinley, was in Canton Is discredited by the police.
The police are on the alert, however, and will take every precaution
In safeguarding President Uoosevelt.
Strange Man I 'row In Around Home of

FISHER

China Rushes Troops to the Man Who Yesterday Paid Fine
Scene of Rebellion From
for Striking Miss Whitney
Cities of Canton
Leaves Albuquerque
and Shushing.
Hurriedly.

COOLEST OF THEM ALL
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Committee of Seventy-FivWill Be Formed to Do the
Work That Seven
Gave Up.
e

WAS THE

PRESIDENT

REVOLUTIONISTS

WILL TAKE CHARGE OF

FUNFRAL OF MRS.

Tiie Kvenlnjr Cltlaea, la Adnoce, $S per imm,
Delivered ly Carriers, 10 cent per month.
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as complete and satisfactory,
however, Iturns refused to answer.
MADE ITS
"The plan to make Ruef out as S. P. SUNSET EXPRESS EQUITABLE
the star extortionist of the municipal
administration and hold him alone
responsible for all this bribery, will
IN THE DITCH AT
not work." was- Burns' only cuimnent
BOOKS LOOK
on the matter yesterday.
llnef Km lea vors to Rear
Ruef is stilf wvuch depressed,l'i.out Is
endeavoring to beacup With an air of
BRADLEY
cheerfulness In the face of the desperate situation which confronts him.
He says that to all except the grand
Jury and the graft prosecution his
lips are sealed, and refuses to discuss Engineer and Unknown Man Former Comptroller
Is Conthe details of his confession. Burns
.
is still a constant visitor at his quarKUled-FIrem- an
Badly-Scalded18.
fronted by
Indictments
ters, and Ruef is being asked to supplement those confessions he has alCharging Forgery.
ready made with others, under the
belief that he still has much In reserve.
Blggy's prisoner Is suffering, obvi- CAUSE OF WRECK IS
AND ONE THAT
ously, under the strain of continual
cross examination. He seems to fully
CHARGES PERJURY
BEING INVESTIGATED
realize that he Is doomed, and that
even additional confessions are not
going to save him "from a felon's cell.
Xew York, May 29. Thomas B.
The fighting Bplrlt in him Is almost
Jordan, former- - comptroller
of the
Bradley. Cal.. Mny 29. The
exhausted, and the disappointment
Koultuble Life Assurance society, toSouthern Pacific Sunset express,
hich has attended the result of his
day pleaded not guilty to eighteen
unbosoming shows plainly.
which left San Francisco
last
He is
night, was ditched three miles
indictments charging him with forwatched every minute of the night
gery and one charging perjury. His
ii nd day by his guards and, although
east of Bradley today.
Engineer James Bybee and an 4 bail was fixed at 110,000.
his prison is a gilded cage, there is
Utile doubt that he loathes It.
unknown man. stealing a ride
The indictments, which were rewere killed, the fireman was
turned yesterday, were based upon
Yesterday Ruef was taken out for
badly
year-en- d
scalded.
the
a walk by Elisor Blggy and a guard.
transactions
The cause of the .wreck Is be- similar to those which figured In the
was a
His only other recreation
ing Investigated.
a Indictment brought against President
phonograph concert.
1
liegeman, of the Metropolitan Life
"I cannot talk for publication,"
Insurance company.
said Ruef, when asked to make a
They consist of entries made to
statement in connection with the remislead the superintendent of insurcent indictments, "for I am bound to ITALIAN PRIESTS AUDAance as to the real condition of the
silence by the grand Jury. When the
company's finances.
graft'lnveatigation was first announced I gave an interview to the Chronicle, in which I said that I never
CIOUSLY ASSAIL
asked for a fee of even tl from anyone for my political Influence, and I
PITTSBURG
SCANDAL
can truthfully repeat that statement
now."
He tried to' appear himself when
THEJPOPE
brought (before Dunne today but failSENDS ANOTHER TO
ed miserably.
His spirit is broken,
two
Abe
Ruef
of
the indomitable
months ago is a very much changed
They Oppose Pontiffs Action
man today,
THE PEN
slnn

TWO ALLEGED

..

So Say Steamboat Passengers Arriving In San
Francisco.
SECRETARY HAD ALL OF
ADMINISTRATION'S SECRETS
San Francisco, Cal., May 29. The
steamer City of Kidney, arriving last
night from Central America, brings
a story of the probable execution of
Juan Fuentes and M. Bonllla, the alleged traitors of Salvador, who were
taken Into custody aboard the City of
Sidney at La Llbertad by a son of
General Figueroa, president of Salvador.
The passengers believe that the two
men were shot after being taken
ashore.
Fuentes was formerly the private
secretary to General Figueroa and
was possessed of all the Important
secrets of the administration.
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NOTED

WAR

COR-

Potter Estate Not Large.

Chicago. May 29. The late Orrln
W. Potter, who died on May 17 last,
left an estate worth 1750,000. The
will has been filed In the
probate
court. At the time of his death, Mr.
Potter was reputed to be several times
a millionaire.

PROPOSES

In Suspending Father MurrI

-

EXECUTES

SALVADOR

STREET GAR

LINE FOR

From Priesthood.

ROSWELL

Pittsburg. May 29. William B. Dei
Costa, colored, who was convicted of
Special to The Evening Citizen.
perjury in connection with the trial
Roswell, X. M.. May 29. The
Rome, May 2. A group of Italian of Clifford Hooe, a negro coachman,
people nf Koswell are asked to
priests have issued u remarkable open formerly in the employ of Augustus
$25,000 In a 175,000 street 4
letter to the pope.
Hartje, wus today sentenced to two 4 invest
railway undertaking.
E. S. Al- - 4
It la a daring reply to censure his yeam in the state
penitentiary.
4 mutt, of ss.ilina, Kan., Is the man
holiness for his allocution of April
now
is
Hooe
serving
a
sentence
for
who makes the proposition. He 4
17th, against the most modern school

RESPONDENT DIES
He Stood L'liliurmed on the Bridge
With Itewey at Manila Itay.. Hut
He Could Not Mirle
ll-a---

of ecclesiastics and accuses the pontiff of violating the rights of conscience in his treatment of Father
Murri, who was suspended
from
priesthood for criticising the Vatican's
policy.

Joseph L.
Chicago, III., May 29.
Stlckney. the noted war correspondent who stood on the bridge of the
Olympla with Admiral Dewey at the
battle of Manila bay, died last Saturday at his home in Michigan, at the
age of Li years.
Stlckney was a graduate of Annapolis.
He had been an editorial writer on
tiie Chicago Evening Post and a contributor to magazines during late
years.

GALLUP

IS

IN

perjury.
The next step In the case probably
will 'be the trial of Augustus Hartje
and John L. Wilson on the charge of
conspiracy In the former's attempt to
,
secure a divorce.

4 has Invented a motor street car
4 and wants to try his scheme
4 here building the line to the hill
residence districts on Xorth Hill
4 and South Hill and to the depot
4 and extending It through
the
ap- 4 f irms later. A committee
Money Market.-- 4 pointed by the directors of the
mer- Xew York. May iit. Prime
immerclal club is looking Into
per cent; silver
the matter.
cantile paper S
6

DESPAIR

I'll-val-

40-fo- ot

iti; i i

7c.

AGAIN

Gas .struck Near sliipiiuin. III.
Shlpman, III.. May 2. The Ma- Waterworks is Out of Order and
Residences are Dark for
coupin Jjs and Oil company of tills
place, which Is drilling for oil on M.
Want of I.liiht.
M. Olmsted's farm, east
of here,
it
struck 'gas at
o'clock last night at
a depth of 450 feet. The gas Is of Special to The Evening Citizen.
M., May Zt. The rain
rock pressure. The prospects which has X.fallen
here for the past
for oil are flattering.
twenty-fou- r
hoflrs is a great blessing.
Now If the heavens would furnHh
sufficient light at night to Illuminate
the private homes of the town, (Jallup
would be all right again,
The clly's waterworks is badly nut
of commission and for the past three
enough
months
hasn't furnished
water for cooking purposes.
The
lighting facilities are also badly out
of order. Since the closing down of
the plant alleged to have been owned
by Uregory Page, culy a few of the
business houses of the place have
been supplied with IIkIU.
The situ- lutou U decidedly aggravating.
o
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ON E. P.
KILLS

ONEJNDJNjIES
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TYPHOON KILLS HUNDREDS
ON

TIE CAROLINE ISLANDS

I

n,

V

i tff 4 t ft9
Iclofia.
'.. May
advice retrardiiiK th din.
typhoon on the Caroline IlnN
era receded here in the
from the orient. The typhoon pass.-over Caroline Island

4

T
H.

I
f Further

.
trous
malls
March 2Mh.
Hundred of people weie killed by the waves, which
swept ovt-- all the smaller Islands. Those
saved escaped death by
climbing coci.unut tree.
The typhoon extended as far west as Guam.
The Island of CIU
was entirely destroyed and two hundred people wre
killed there.

El Paso. Texas, May 29. One m:in ' crew found Engineer Lincoln digging
was killed and two injured in a w reck himself out of the sand about half
on the El 1'aso & Southwestern about way down the embankment.
His left
eleven miles west of El Paso Monday leg was cut and lie was bruised about
morning.
the body, but not seriously.
The dead man Is Fireman J. O.
Fireman Benton is thought to have
Benton, of Douglas. Arizona. The In met instant death. He was pinned
jured. none of whom are considered1 beneath a mass of debris, half buried
serious, are Kngineer W. 1. Lincoln, In tiie sand and with scalding steam
of liouglas, Arizona, and an un- from the boiler playing directly on Ills
known tramp.
Me had evi'.ljl ly lieeu struck
i.ice.
The wreck was due to the big en- over the right eye by some heavy

gine and three cars leaving the track
and tumbling down a twenty-foo- t
The tender 'Oioke loose
.(vu--Sluycr hpiriltxl to Sufctj.
from the engine and slid down the
Stonega, Va., May 29. Fearing opposite
side of the track. The cars
nmb violence. Floyd Fruaier, charged were reduced to splinters
ami the
with killing .Mrs. Kllen Flanery, wus track, which wus torn up for about
spirited arrows t hi mountains yester- 100 feet, was soon repaired by H
day to Stanford Jjiil for safke keep- wrecking crew from Kl Paso.
ing.
Common .lth's AttornVy Ira
A tierce sand storm was raging at
Fe!di found a pait of bloody trousers the time and il was several minutes
in the Crazier holne yesterday.
the train
before other members,,

H. O. Fisher, whp was fined $20 and
costs In police court last evening for
slapplnj and otherwise mistreating
Irene
Whitney,
the
daughter of Mrs. Kate Whitney, IIS
West
avenue, quietly left
Silver
Albuquerque
last night accompanied by Miss Geneva Craven, a former school teacher In this city, and
circumstances of a peculiar nature
surround the actions of the man and
woman.
At B o'clock yesterday
afternoon
Fisher telephoned to the Bambrook
Bros." livery stable In the Highlands
for a single tig to call at 614 East
Coal avenue. Before the vehicle had
time to arrive, Miss Craven came
down to the livery stable to make Inquiries about the team. The young
woman was excited and seemed to
be very anxious about something. She
Inquired for Fisher and waa apparently worried about him. In the
meuntlme the team was brought 'back
to the barn, no one being at 614 East
Coal avenue to take .charge of It and
Miss Craven with the driver Vent out
to look for Fisher.
After driving
around a while they found him sitting on the sidewalk back of the Sisters' hospital.
Drove to Isletn.
Acoordlng to the driver. Fisher
Jumped Into the buggy and ordered
that he be driven to Isleta with all
haste. The drive was made through
the rain. A short distance from Islet the man and the woman Jeftthe
'
...
buggy, "
"We had a terrible trip," said the
driver this morning.
"It began raining before we got out
of the city. It was Just 6 o'clock when
we crossed the Coal avenue viaduct.
It was raining when we crossed the
Barelas bridge. The river road was
mire all the way. The rain Increased
and before we were half way to Isleta
we were wet to the skin despite the
fact that we had rubber blankets and
a In probe. Fisher seemed 111 too, as
well as ill at ease. The woman also
seemed 111 at ease, and neither the
man nor the woman talked very
much. They said womething about
meeting some friends at Isleta, but I
don't know whether they did or not.
I left them at Isleta and got back to
Albuquerque about 10 o'clock. The
woman came to the stable this morning and paid' the balance due on the

d

j

piece of iron as his head was terribly
mingled. His chest was also crushed
tbt; wreckage and bis left
O.v
leg
broken. The dead fireman has been
removed to 1oukI.is. w here he has a
mother and sister living.
An investigation as to the cause of
th wreck is being mada by the railIt I generally con
road otmials.
sidered that sund plied upon the
track cauved the engine to leave the
ia Is

ri."

Miss Craven Hettirns.
Whether Miss Craven spent the
night at Isleta or returnee to the city
on a late train, leaving Fisher at
could not be learned. She was
seen this morning at the house on
Coal avenue, where she was stopping
previous to leaving the city last
night, but refused to talk. When asked If she allowed Fisher to register
her as his wife at a local hotel yesterday afternoon, she slammed the
door In the face of the reporter and
told him to get his Information where'"
ho learned that the names were registered there.
Karly this morning Miss Craven
said that Fisher left her at Isleta and
went to Socorro, where he had mining Interests.
Usher Has Wife In Toledo.
Fisher came to Albuquerque last
fall from Toledo. Ohio, where he had
an electrical business and where it
Is said that he has a wife and children. He had money when he came
and became interested in mining both
in the vicinity of this place and at
Socorro. He also engaged In the
electrical business here.
Late yesterday afternoon Fisher
and Miss Craven called at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Wilson, at 614 East
Coal avenue, and represented themselves to be sister and brother, and
the man Informed Mrs. Wilson that
would
his brother-in-laarrive
shortly and take rooms at the house,
which is a furnished house separate
from the Wilson residence. Previous
to Mr. Fisher's unest yesterday morning he and Miss Craven each had
rooms at 3 It West Silver avenue.
Mrs. Whitney Talks.
"While they were In my house."
suld Mrs. Kate Whitney this morning. "Mr. Fisher and Miss Craven
were perfectly proper In their relations. I am sure. They occupied separate apartments and conducted
themselves like miy lady ana gentleman should. We always believed
them to be respectable people. I'ntll
last Monday when Mr. Fisher abused
my daughter we hid nothing to complain of. The reason he became angry at Irene was because she had
drawn some cariratures.of an old
maid who wished to get married. Mr.
Fisher saw these drawings and took
them to cast reflections on Miss Craven. In reality the pictures were not
drawn with that Intention.
"We knew that Fisher was attentive
to Miss Craven but their conduct here
was nothing to excite suspicion."
Miss Craven came to Albuquerque
a week after Fisher came and is said
to be the daughter of a minister of
111.
S'oe
the gospel at Hohlnson,
taught In the city schools tor a short
time and then took a school at
She claims to have known
Helen.
Fisher before she came to Albuquerque.
Last night the affair looked
like an elopement, but the return p
the city of Miss Craven discredits such
a story.
Hoy.
Hand Cur litnis
Ray
Wav .'!
Carlsbad. X. M
Blocker, messeiigtr for t lie Western
I'nlon Telegiapn campany. was run
over by a hand tar here yesterday,
nearly severing hi body.
had ben
He with cci:ni.it(i.ia
down to tiie stock pen, south of town
to uliti.-sth loading of cattle, and
while returning fell i:t front of the
car.
w
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

vrtKn.Y. r: AY 2.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Classified Advertisements!

One 50 foot lot on High Street in
Highlands
$300
Three lots corner Hill and Tijeras $600
Four lots between Second and
Third, Coal Avenue
$1400
Three lots between Second and
$130u
Third on Lead Avenue
Undivided half interest in 3 lots
corner Silver and Fifth
$ 800

mxp

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
WANTrn,
ED 1? that Is your
HELP
crying need, a want d In The
Kvenlne Citizen's! want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.
WANTED.
On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
WANTED Second girl for Valley Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
Ranch. Address R. H. Sims, Pecos, also on SALARIES AND WAR
New Mexico.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tit
WANTED Hoarders by the week In and as high as $200. Loans art
private family; also have a nicely quickly mad and strictly
private
Apply Time: On month to ona year given
furnished room for rent.
Edith.
305
North
Mrs. Jobson,
possession
Goods remain In your
WANTED Position by boy 17 years Our rates arc reasonable. Call and
drug
clothing
or
grocery,
old. In
us before borrowing.
Address "R. B.," Citizen seaTHE
store.
HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
office.
Steamship tickets to and from
stylish
wanting
adles
WANTED
parts of the world.
millinery tnd dressmaking, call on
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
Second
North
Miss Crane. 612
303 J West Railroad Ave.
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
'Phone 644.
tices wanted.
Open Evenings.
secondGentleman-- s
WANTED
hand clothing. No. BU South First
street, south of viaduct. Send
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
and will call. R. J. Sweoney.
proprietor.
LAWYERS.
WANTED People who want some-thinto advertise In The Citizen's
51. Bond.
cost
but
Ira
lines
A
few
want column.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.Bt.
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions.
WANTED Position as Jod composi-to- r land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
man.
In good office. First class
patents, trade marks, claims
letter
give
of
best
can
Don't drink and
It. W. D. Bryan.
references. Man of family. Would
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
prefer to work under contract.
que,
City,
N. M. Office,
First NaUonai
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan
La. State salary when writing.
Bank building.
WANTED To buy Ave teams or ten
E. W. Dobson.
single driving horses; must be
Offles
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
aniBring
broke.
city
sound and
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M
mals to Clarion's stabte, rear of 712
West Tijeras avenue, between 11 a.
DEMISTS.
m and 2 p. m., and after 6 o'clock
p. m.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
.
Dental Surgeon.
MEN WAN'TEP.
every
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building
MEN WANTED Somewhere
looking
drug store. Phont
a
O'Rlelly'a
you
Job
over
for
are
day. If
put a want ad In The Evening Citi- No. 744. Appointments made by mat,.
zen's want column and it will do
Eriinuml J. Alger, D. D. S.
the rest.
Offlc
No. S06 Railroad avenue.
FOR KENT.
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:11
m. to 8 p. m. Both phones. Ap
FOH RENT A picnic wagon for
mountain trips.- - Holds about ten pointments made by mall.
people. Springer Transfer Co.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
' FOR RENT
Three rooms for light Homeopathlo
Physician and Surgeon
408 North Second
housekeeping.
Occidental Life Building'.
Tele
street
brick house phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Four-roo1)11. K. h. II LSI.
cloealn, $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Room 10. Armljo building.
Office,
8, X. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, housekeeping rooms and tent. 413 South Frequency Electrical
Current and
Broadway.
Germicide. Treatments given eacb
FOR RENT Nice, airy front room, day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
on first floor; everything modern; nurse In attendance. Both phones.
Apply 416 South
good location.
DRS. BROXSOX & URONSON,
Third street.
Homeopaths.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Over Van's Drug Store. Phone
two blocks south of postomce; with Office
628.
residence,
and
or without board. Mrs. T. John
F. J. PATCHIX.
Pit.
street.
Second
507
ston,
South
NT
Phvslcinn and Surgeon.
FOR-RENewly furnished out
Office over Vann Drug Store. Office I
half
rooms,
bath,
modern
aide
hour 9 to 12 a. m.. 3 to 6. and 7 to 8
lock from Railroad avenue. "The p. m. Phones, office 441, residence
Second 695.
North
114
i
Granada."
street
DR. J. X. WARNER. V. S.
When your animals are sick you
OH RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rates fieed a good veterinary surgeon, ca
Sixth ana up the old reliable. Phone No. 141.
Corner
reasonable.
Railroad. Anrtlv at rear.
UNDERTAKER.
"OR RENT Nice, airy, furnished
rooms, with modern bath, by the Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red
day or week; all outside rooms
A. BORDERS.
block east of the
one one-ha- lf
Black
new Commercial Club building.
hotel: everything
or White hearse, SI.
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad
avenue.
ARCHITECTS
rtJK RENT LiKht. airy well-fu- r
light
rooming
or
7
Spencer.
W.
rooms
Bar
Rooms
F.
for
nlshed
housekeeping.
All rooms open nett building, Albuquerque, N.
M
per
Price, II
ing on the outside.
phones.
Both
House,
up.
Minneapolis
week and
624 South Second. A. T. Devore,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
V ANT

MONEY to LOAN

.

THE NEW YORK IDEA"

"

.

m

--

and
Toilet Accessories

Proprietor.

EMPLOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Cltisen's want column will fur
nish you a quick and ready means
of securing It at a minimum expenditure.
Put a want ad In The
Cltixen today and be at work tomor
row.
FOR SALE- FOR SALE Furniture; very reason
able. Call at 608 South Fourth
street.
FOR SALE Fine Checkering Bros.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
over
Futrelle's furniture store
evenings, between 6 and 7:80.
furniture,
FOR SALE Household
cooklngfi utensils, etc.; all first
class, being used less than fou
Apply 307
months; very cheap.
North Sixth street, any time.
new
FOR SALE One seven-roobrick house, furnished complete,
fine water, two acres good farm
land close In, all fenced, outhouses
and barn. Address "lor sale" this
m

office.

FOVM).
FOUND Through the want column
Evening
Citizen, Just what
of The
you have been looking for.
An
advertising source sure to bring re
Try
expenditure.
turns for small
want ad and be convinced.

Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Chllders,

West Gold avenue.
Wonderful Enema Cure.
"Our little boy had eczema for five
years," writes N. A. Adams, Henri
etta. Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
being affected.
We then employed
other doctors but no benent resulted.
By chance we read about electric bit
ters: bought a bottle and soon no
ticed improvement . We continued
this medicine until several bottle
were used, when our boy was com
yilnfolu

i4

'

R.t( rf

oil hlnnA

YYl

P

H

lclnes and body building health tonics
uuaranteed at an druggists, ouc
THE COLORADO NATIONAL CO.
LIPE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
"An old line" Insurance company.
with ample capital, solid, conserva
tive, progressive. Writes liberal con
tracts of Insurance and Investment
Prewltt & Prewltt, Managers, Com
mercial Club building.
o

We do It right. ROtUH DRY. Im
perial Laundry Co.

Special Excursions

L08T.

VIA

LoST Anything you lose except your
reputation la sure to be found by a
want ad In The Citizen s want col
umn.
MONEY LOST.
MONEY LOST Every day in
th
year by advertising the wrong way.
A Citizen want ad is money saved and

results assured.
ad today.

Send in your want

2, 1907

j

.

V

Santa Fe Centrals

Soaps, Xail
Brushes,
Scissors,
Rrushes, Manicure
Corn Plasters, Corn Files,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Water

Bath

8

SBS&S&SSiiiSS

In Illinois,
MimiCMOta,

Iowa.

$59.25
Tickets on ile July 11, 12 and 13.
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying $1 it may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and Including July 31st.

terniasler.

Cholera auu
Sail Lake City and Return
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There Is probably no medicir,
made that is relied upon with more
$31.95
implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarthoe.
Tickets on tale June 1, 3. and 4, re
Remedy. During the third of a cen turn
limit thirty duj from date of
tuiy In which it has been in use. peo Sale.
ple have learned that it is the one
remtdy that never fans. When
with water and sweetened it is
T. E. Purdy, Agent.
pleasant to take. I'ur m'.9 by el
Colic.

.J

-- "

t.

V
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MISS SI SIE FAI.Ll'XD,
the John C. l'l-IiOiiera

With

dings form an admirable and amusing comparison of character.
Yet
bo, h are thoroughly true to life In
which they have had their duplicates
In circumstance.
Indeed, to anyone
familiar with the doings of New York
Society It would not be hard to find
parallels for all the developments of
Mr. Mitchell's Ingeniously contrived

BASE BALL

.57

er

Company.

all-rou-

1

The HIGHLAND

'

PHARMACY

'

Opera House

One Night Only
Wednesday

MAY

9

Gal-gan-

MRS.

FUSES Us.

The New York Idea

.17

.??SSSS!0S

Kan-Ha- s,

Philadelphia and Return

C

ADMISSION 50 CENTS

(XOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOC

Let us Supply You

Kiuts
. MlwMiurl,
Norm and feoutli Dakota and Wis
MMlKill.
Dates of sale June 15. 16, 17. 22,
23, 24, 29, 30. July 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, H,
11, 12. 19. 20, and 21. Final
return
limit October 81t.
Mii-liliia-

Y

Mr. John C. Fisher's Opera company, which closed Its engagement at
the
Crawford theater last night, has
Etc, Etc
without doubt given to El Paso the
best
operatic performances
9
2
2
Philadelphia
ever here, and it is much to the credit
Winter and Crlger;
Batteries
of the theater-goer- s
that they paPlank and Schreck.
tronised the company so well.
In
speaking of the week's engagement.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Western
Manager Rich, of the Crawford, said
n. h. e.
At Denver
last night:
3
Denver
lot- "It has been a source of gratificaNational League.
i..
3
.
4
0
Pueblo
tion to me that I have been able to
Philadelphia at New York.
Zalusky; THIS WEEK'S THEATRICAL PRO- - close the season with such an operWright
Batteries
and
Brooklyn at Boston.
.
CillAM.
Hatch and Smith.
atic company as has been playing
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Elks' Theater Mrs. Fiske. In "The here this week the John C. Fisher
American Ix'agiie.
American Association.
New York Idea,' 'tonight.
Opera company.
During the six
New York at Washington.
At Kansas City:
Kansas City, 5;
Fisher Opera company. In "Floro- - nights and two matinees that the
Boston at Philadelphia.
Milwaukee, 2.
doro," tomorrow afternoon.
company held the boards there ha?
St. Louis at Chicago.
St. Paul, 0; Mlnne- At St. Paul:
"The Silver Slipper," tomorrow not been a complaint as to the qualDetroit at Cleveland.
apolis, 10.
night.
ity of entertainment provided, and
9;
Louisville,
At Louisville:
"A Runaway Girl," Friday night. ' many people came to witness three
HOW THEY STAND.
ledo, 1.
"The Wizard of the Nile," Saturday and four performances.
The busi3; In- night.
At Columbus:
ness during the week has broken alt
National league.
dianapolls, 12.
Casino Manhattan Musical Comedy records and we hope to Induce Mr.
P'-t- .
Won. Lost.
O
company, in "The
Fisher to return here next season."
Occidental Life Building, Cor.
8
Chicago
27
.771
all week.
El Paso Herald.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.
8
26
New York
.765
E VS. SANTA
20
12
Philadelphia
.625
NEW PICTITIES .MAKING
Pittsburg-,....- ,.
.5S1
18
13
;))! AT THE CASINO.
M'CIOSKEY
1." . .15
' 19
.441
Boston
The new attraction at the Traction HOLLY
FE SUNDAY, JUNE 2
22
12
.353
Cincinnati
park Casino, the moving pictures I10
26
.278
St. Louis
llustrating the life of Christ, are be
7
SUICIDES' NEAR CLAYTON
27
Brooklyn
.216
ing well recelvfd by the public. The
Albuquerque
will be given an op- plotures are beautifully colored and
Pet. portunity on Sunday to see a base are truly artistic representations of
Won. Lost.
American League.
game, the first of tne season on the biblical scenes surrounding the
Committed With Winches.697 ball
10
23
Chicago
The pictures begin Iccl Was
the local grounds in which a team life of Christ.
ter Rille lifMly Found
23
12
.654 from out 'of the city has taken part. with the birth .of the Savior and con
Cleveland
Hy Women.
18
.600 It will be the Browns against the tinue till the . ascension.
12
Detroit
This ex
18
15
.516 Santa Fe Centrals and If there Is any hibition Is said to be the most real-isti- o
New York
17
15
.469 game that could be played on the
Philadelphia
Wednesday afternoon the lifeless
serlts of pictures ever presented
21
14
.400 local grounds that creates Interest, Its relating to the subject.
St. Louis
The pictures body of Holly McCloskey was found
.3S3 a game between these teams. There are shown between the acts of "The In a claim house near the
11
Boston
ranch
8
Washington
20
.310 Isn't a team in the country that hates
house of Win. Coffee, says 'he Clayto be beaten worse than Santa Fe,
ton Citizen. The young man was In
especially by Albuquerque, and when
the employ of Mr. Coffee and as he
Western League.
boys
Capital
come
to
the
Duke
the
to come In to dinner the ladles
failed
Pet.
Won. Lost.
ELKS" CONVENTION
Most Important Engagement Des Moines
594 City they come with blood In their
19
13
drove over to ascertain the cause of
eyes.
Imagine
20
15
.591
the delay.
their horror
Omaha
The Browns will line up with Roy
in the History of Al17
13
.567
Denver
BUREAUS when on opening the door they dis-on
INFORMATION
McDonald
behind
the
and
bat
bleeding
body
17
his
lifeless
.548
14
covered
Lincoln
buquerque ,
the new pitcher from Denver,
19
the floor.
13
.406 In
Sioux City
box.
erstwhile
Archer,
the
the
23
11
.324 Geronimo, will
Pueblo
Investigation disclosed the fact that
hold down the Initial
Philadelphia. Pa., May 29. Over
Candy Kunz will be on sec 100 bureaus of Information ' will be death was produced by a 22 callbr?
sack
and
Winchester rifle shot. In the right
Vutioual League.
ond. Clancy will play short and Mc established on the main thoroughR. H. E. Hugh will cover third. In the field fares
temple. The news was at onco
At New
Philadelphia (luring the Klks' brought
of
1
13
Clayton and Justice Earnwill be Lassater and Graham and an
convention which opens here July est, and to
1
9 13
New York
Dr. Slack with a number of
other player yet to be selected.
15th.
are
These
established
for
the
other citizens, at once went to the
Batteries Corrldon. Pittlnger and
That handsome young chap that
of visitors in locating ho- scene.
An inquest was held and the
Jacklitsch; Ames, Taylor, McGinnlty came over from Gallup to play with convenience
tels,
places
interest,
terminals,
of
rendered a verdict of, "Death
and Biiwetman.
the Browns at Roswell won t wear
or social acquaintances, Jury
business
beby a wound produced
any
was
more.
H.
E.
Handsome
caused
It.
Brown
At Cincinnati
the
along with any other information you by a gun in the
And The
5 came very much hurt In the
9
2
first might
hands of parties un
Cincinnati
bu
here.
These
while
desire
game at Roswell because he was reaus, will be complete In everey de- known.
1
9
10
Chicago
There is no doubt, howto
refused
MANHATTAN COMPANY
of it being a plain case of suiSchlel; benched and after that
Batteries
Esslch and
tail, some of them will have ladies' ever'
play and he had his expenses paid reception
as the face was badly powder
Brown and Kllng.
and retiring rooms, emer- cide
burned.
R. H. E. too. So It Is 23 for him.
Direction of
At t. Louis
gency hospitals ,and every conven1
4
8
St. Louis
The body was brought to the A.
ience for our guests.
Harrison Grey Fiske
1 COVItT RELEASES FAX IX
10 12
Pittsburg
will be open A. Wilt undertaking establishment
Many
of
bureaus
these
(JAME,
FOU
BALL
TIME
Batteries Fromme and Marshal;
of the com- and embalmed and prepared for burPresenting
Butte, Mont.. May 29. Because all night, as it is the aim
Leever and Gibson.
to assist their guests in every ial. A message was sent to the fathR. H. E. Edward Dyer claimed he had a con mittee
At Boston
in 'Gallatin, Mo., and he arrived
tract to play ball with the Dillon way that will provide them with com- er
First game:
this morning to accompany the refort and pleasure.
. 7 13
0 nine and that he would at once leave
Brooklyn
mains
buhome.
or
more
100
of
Each
these
2 lh" city to Join his club. Judge Mich
Boston
Mr. McCloskey was an unmarried
reaus will be In charge of competent
disposed
be
to
was
lenient
ly IngIon Mitchell.
Donan
ael
and
Batteries Pastorlus
Ritter: with Dyer, Monday afternoon, In view clerks, and a free telephone service man about thirty years of age and
,
Llndaman and Brown.
until recently, was employed on the
of the fact that he had served several from these points to hotels, commitSecond game:
tees,
of registration. Elks' D. & R. O., but was laying off to
bureaus
Seat sale opens Saturday. May 25th,
granted
day
sentence,
and
of
his
1
10 14
recover from some injuries received
at I I. m.. Prices $1.00, 81.50 and Boston
Dyer was home, etc., will be established.
9 13
2 writ of habeas corpus.
Brooklyn
Any questions In advance may be while on the road, and was spending
$2.00; Boxes $2.60 and $3.00.
up for sixty days for resisting an
Flaherty and sent
Batteries Pfeffer.
time at Mr. Coffee's attending to
Habeas corpus proceedings addressed to The Committee of In- the
Needham; Seanlon, Mcliuyre, Strick-le- tt oificer.
small duties about the ranch.
formation, Elks' Convention,
a
slight
of
error
begun
were
because
and Butler.
Office Chief Quartermaster,
Den
made In Dyer's name In his commitA Narrow Escape.
ver. Colo., May 27, 1907. Sealed pro
ment papers.
American I.eaKiie.
WANTED Position as job composiO. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk.
posals In triplicate will be received
R. H. E.
tor in good office. First class man. Mo., had a narrow' escape four years
At Washington
here and at office of the Post Quar
At Albuquerque, Sunday, June 2.
8
1
0 there will be a base ball game beDon't drink und can give best of ago when he ran a jimson bur Into
termaster, until 11 a. m., June 12 Washington
7
3
2
Man of family. Would his thumb. He says: "The doctor
references.
New
furnishing
pounds
2,000,000
York
1907. for
tween the Mcintosh Browns of that
prefer to work under contract. wanted to amputate it but I would
of New Mexico Anthracite Coal, reBatteries liraham and Warner; city and the reorganixed Santa Fe
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City, not consent. I bought a box of Buek-lln- s
quired during the fiscal year ending Doyle and Kleinow.
team. The Albuquerqueans, in anLa. State salary when writing,
R. H. E. ticipation of a hot contest, have been
At Cleveland
June 30, 1S0K, at ort Bayard, New
Arnica Salve and that cured the
o
4
6
on
12
Mexico.
dangerous wound." 25c at aillrug
Cleveland
Information furnished
practicing daily since their return
1
5 10
application here or at offices of re St. Louis
rurj.1.
Meanwhile,
gists.
Sprains
the local
Oulctly
from Roswell.
o
Enspective post quarterni busters.
Batteries
Thlelman and Clark; players are doing some practice work
Bathe the parts freely with Chamvelopes to be marked '"Proposals for Powell. Miirun and Spencer.
To Chicken rviers.
on their own account.
herr
It will be the berlain's Pain Balm and giv
R. H. E. first meeting this season of the
ng good
At Philadelphia
Fuel at Fort Bayard." C. A. II. McMausard'a Mills are
absolute rest, and a quick cure Is cer0
1
4
CAl'LEY) Chief J. M.
Boston
rivals. Santa Fe New Mexican. tain. For sale by all druggists.
wheat at $1.50 per 100 lbs.

10
principal

If!

"

X5

vs.

.

olil-tin-

EUREKA!
Yes. I Have Found it at Laxt.
Found what? Why that Chamber
Iain's Salve cures eczema and all
manner of itching of the skin.
have been afflicted for man;' years
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night an
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible Itching, but since using this
salve in December, 1905, the ltchln
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Pa. For sal by all druggists.
- c
' FORT BAYARD. X. -- 1.. MAY
1SC7.
Sealed proposals in triplicate
for sinking and nailing a brick well
15 feet in diameter, 45 feet deep, at
this post, will be received here until
ti ? ni,, June 1, and then opened.
Information furnUhed on application.
United States reserves right to fcOPfrpt
or relect any or all proposals. En
velopes containing proposals should
be endorsed "Proposals for Well" and
addressed to Capi. te. 1 . VeBtal, Ouar
C'lutaitH-rliili- i

JUNE

M'Intosh Browns
o e

- Elks'

46-4-

SUNDAY,

A.

I

o

BASE BALL
Traction Park

SUPPLIES

A HIT AT EL PASO )

FISKE

,7

C
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MADE

There are two marriages In Mrs.
Flnke's new play. "The New York
Idea." which has Its first hearing at
the Elks' opera house on Wednesday
evening. One Is actuated by real
love, thp other by caprice. Roth are
eeonipliPhed felicitously, but there
can be no question In the auditor's
mind which Is destined to lusting
happiness. Side by side, these wed- -

g,
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The Gospel of True Temperance
IS A MILD STIMULANT versus A STKOXG INTOXICANT.
(Ordinarily, Beer is J"t Whut You Want.)

St. Louis
Famous- tran lhju
vci
BOHEMIAN BEE R
Is Thoroughly Sterilized,
Is IV.lv Aped, which means No HiliouMiess.
Is absolutely Ture and Healthful.
vLich liituiis So Genus. M10L LD liE IN KVE1IY HoMK. THE STANDARD TALLE KEEK OF AMEHH'A.

Tito American Brewing Company,
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WEDNESDAY.

MAY'

TO PROVE

Brownsville Investigation Is
Rather Proving Vindication
For the President.

Q5 55,000.00
List Compiled May

By Ciilnon Garilnrr.
Washington.
C. May 29. As
the Brownsville l.investigation near 8
Its end the prospect Is daily growing
better for a vindication of President
Koosevelt's position.
After months
of invagination the military affairs
committee of the senaite is about
convinced that the charges against
the colored soldiers are fully proved.
Senator Foraker has signally failed
In his effort to prove an alibi for the
colored battalion.
military
A formal finding by the
affairs committee is still rather far
away. The hearing Is now quite
complete, but the members of the
committee, out of courtesy to Senator Foraker, are permitting him to
take any steps which he desires,
which he says .may still tend to prove
.
his allegations.
The alleged Inquiry has already
cost more than the Keed Smoot Investigation and that affair cost the
government $26,000. It Is safe to
say that before it is completed the
cost
will
Brownsville investigation
the government more than $50,000.
Most of the evidence has been merely a thrashing over of old straw, but
no stone has been left unturned and
no opportunity has been denied Senor
ator Foraker to
to go into any matter to any length
against
Every witness
the
desired.
colored troops has been subjected by
Senator Foraker to- a severe
and through the whole
affair Senator Foraker has been In
the position of special counsel for
the accused soldiers and has done
fine work as a trial lawyer. For many
weeks, however. It has been evident
to the most casual observer that the
investigation had ceased to be anything like a genuine inquiry and that
It was being continued for political
purposes only.
The military affairs committee Is
certain to line up in favor of President Roosevelt on the final report.
who
Members of the committee
started out by boldly supporting
been
Senator Foraker huve lately
trimming their sails. In some cases
the political exigencies have forced
senators into considerable embarrassment. This is true, for example, of
Senator Scott, of West Virginia, who
has many colored voters in his state
and whose sympathies are naturally
with the reactionary influences for
which Senator Foraker stands. But
Senator Scott has found a strong
Koosevelt sentiment in his state and
he Is now endeavoring to walk in the
middle of the road between the colored voters' influence on the one hand
and the Koosevelt people on the
other.
A somewhat similar situation exists In the case of Senator Hemen-waof Indiana. Warren, of Wyoming, and Bulkeley, of Connecticut,
may stay with Foraker. Lodge and
Warner and the five democrats on the
committee will stick to the president,
so that there's no chance tor a Foraker report.
Confronted with the prospect of a
report, if made at
the present time, Senator Foraker Is
political
playing the
end or tne game
as far as possible and will delay the
making of any report until November
or December.

BUFFALO PUNCH
NEW FOUNTAIN.

FOR

Santa Fe T.

PUN

"FAVORITE SOU"

30, 000.00
S3, 000.00

IS 000.00

10,000.00
,000.00
10,000.00
,000.00
10.000.00
.000.00
.000.00
7.600.00

II

:

-

room. flaU
Store building. Central Avenue, two stories; name and location
withheld
.

6,000.00

Farr and Company, modern slaughter house, south of city

5,000.00

Marquette,

9

rooms

2-

':,Ti"fr!t)

Under

UNIVERSITY

6.000.00

HEIGHTS

2nd, between Grand Avenue and
'

6,000.00

rooms
P. O. Sanchei, residence, North 11th Street, 8 rooms
E. W". Fee, residence, 614 West Coal Avenue
Michael, two stories. South Second Street, between Atlantic and
Pacific Avenues

4,000.00

mm

4,000.00

The verv best investment in the city V

4,000.00

50 Beautiful Resident Lots
$25 to $150 Each

4,000.00

Frank Ackerman, Forrester Place, two houses, 5 rooms each....
Name withheld by request, residence, western part of town, seven
rooms
Improvement on Roscnwald Block, corner Third street and Central Avenue
S. N. Balling, storage and bakery, 1st Street, between Gold and
Silver Avenues, two stories
Jones, residence. North High Street, between Central Avenue
,
,.
and Copper Avenue, 7 loomi
L. II. Ingley, residence, 913 North 2nd Street, 5 rooms
N. Framton, residence, North High Street, 6 rooms
John T. Snowbrldge, residence, Forrester Place, 5 rooms

3,600.00

Only $10 Down; Balance $5 Month
No Interest. No Taxes.

3,500.00
3,500.00

Remember We Will Only Sell SO
Lots at These Prices.

3,000.00
3,000.00
2.300.00
1,900.00

University Heights Imp. Go.

1.800.00

OfflCE,

.$555,100.00

played coquettlshly when they had
occasion to move any great distance.
They brought nothing but their
appetites and tobacco. Judging from
the manner In which they expectorated when pinched by the
hen. Kansas men were perfectly at home, and seemed almost
on speaking terms with the visitors,
whose ancestors once masticated the
succulent corn blade, then ate the
stock; and finished by ea.t!n
the
nallheads off the house, allowing the
weatherboards to fall off.
It was found out later thnt these
hoppers formed a delegation on their
way front Montana
to Oklahoma,
with a view of forming a combination with all the chlnti bugs and cut
worms In the south, for the purpose
of curtailing the wheat crop
this
summer and bulling the grain market. The wisdom, of the generation
hi contagious and Is not all contained in the lump of gray brain matter
housed beneath the glistening dome
of the omnipresent, omnlclent and
overshadowing
Rockefeller.
These
visitors propose to continue their
Journey toward the land of sunflow
and will board the first favorable
ers
wmu mat comes along, 't hey do not
carry return transportation.
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TROOPER KELLER

IS

ROOM

9, CROMWELL ELDG.
OooositB First National Bank.
AUTOMOBILK TO THE PROP&BTY

.

Total
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toomu?
Ct. Meltni, Treuiroz.

J. D. Eakla, president
Q. Oloml, Vlc Presided.

E

,....

,,,,,

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

J. F. Keller, a trooper of Company
G, Fifth United 8tntes cavalry, passed through Albuquerque yesterday to
his home in the east. With him were
two other privates, but members of
troop K. All were on leave of absence. Keller said
"The two boys of troop F, who
deserted while the troop waa In Albuquerque, will probably be tried by
court martial at Fort Wlngate this
week. When the men were turned
over to the commanding officer at
the post, he ordered them placed In
the guard house.
"Should the court find them guilty
of violation of war, relating to desertion, they will be sentenced to the
guard house from three months to
three years, and lose all pay for the
time they are under arrest. That
seems rather stiff, but the discipline
of the army and navy, Is decidedly
different to the discipline established
in a police court."

Washington, May 29.The attempt
"It is generally agreed that , the
to defeat Secretary Tuft for the re- gold standard should not be niettutfd
by any proposition
publican presidential nomination by or disturbed
bringing out "favorite sons" in dif- whatsoever.
duplicated
ferent states is to be
gravity of social conditions
against Mr. Bryan on the democratic and"The
the great power of the federal
.
side.
government produce a constant tenNew arrivals for Mia vmV. tt .
Our HOUGH DT work aon's have
The Idea is that, It a sur.'elent num" dency to bring all affairs to congress.
els and velvet carpots. Thirty new
ber of favorite song can be induced to The calendars of both houses are so to be washed ovr. Imperial Laun- Hflttfirrii
n f rnnlrun tn aala
a.
stand for the nomination and their surcharged
with measures that to dry Co.
Futrelle'a Furniture Emporium.
respective states can be got really in- give attention to them is Impossible.
terested In their candidacy, a nomina- On the other hand, some of the
tion will not be possible on the first states, in their efforts to escape from
ballot, and after that It will be poswell known,
conaitlons
sible to maneuver for position. There undesirable
have prescribed too narrow limits to
are some Intimations that the favorite legislation
wrf
a m. i
and too narrow time for
M
son scheme Is really in the interest
legislators
act
and
to
deliberate
their
whom
to
Delaware,
Judge
Oray,
of
of
Shie quality is best determined by a few
ff)
So. both in Washington
the vote of the favorite sons could be Intelligently.
in state capitals the tendency to
transferred after Bryan had failed to and
of actual wear. The strong and weak
has been unduly and unget a first ballot nomination, but this centralize
points are then i vealed. No other
appears to be unfounded. The fact wisely Increased.
1 5 act) Question
Hotter Now.
seems to be that the scheme Is to
test is so sure.
"The race question in the south is
nominate anybody who can make a
Our Hobo button, here shown, is
A
In a better situation than it has ever
good showing of strength.
a shoe which will come out strong under
In Virginia Senator Dunlel is being been since the civil war.
1
The nebegroes as a rule are well conducted,
brought out. Iu Ohio a boom Is
any conditions. It is a Patent Colt
ing laboriously Inflated for Judson and the reforms of suffrage have
button, mat Kang. top, single sole,
In Delaware Gray is the eliminated dangers from our social
Harmon.
name conjured with, A movement 1s environments which were the sources
military heel. Price, $4.
on in tieorgia iur unvniui
of the deepest anxiety and appreSetiator
In
Texas
one
for
Smith and
hension.
The people of the whole
KEITH'S KONQUEROR
Culbertson.
country are taking now a more reasAside from the Gray and Harmon onable and Just view of the subject
Is
being
done than they have done at any time In
booms most of the work
In the south, fjor the reason that unSHOES FOR MEN
history.
less the south can be Induced to take our"Nothing
be more unfortuna strong hand in the game there is no ate for the could
counequanimity
of
the
use trying to play It at all. Hence
all have moulded
or for the negro race Itself, than
the efforts to get Virginia, interested try,
any
linings, and a wide tread,
press
proposition
to
that
forward
have ibeen more strenuous than those would put the mind of the people
which gives plenty of room
made in any other states. Virginia Into acute conditions upon the subwas once the leader of the south and
for the toes.
every effort is being made to induce ject at this time."
Built on hiior, guaranteed for quality.
the state to resume that position,
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KIDXKV.S
MAKE WEAK
llio South Busy, Too.
BODIES.
Several United States senators from
Preston It. Keith Shoe Co., Makers,
the south, are doing their best to find
HrocliUin,
Mas. Sold by WILLIAM
ComKidney
nominaway
Half
Cause
the
the
preventing
some
IImoxs
of
mon Aches and Ills of Albution of Hryan, and are ready to lend
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querque People.
a hand in such a movement as this.
As one weak link weakens a chain,
There is every reason to believe that
Mr.
is
it.
so
Kyan
in
active
kidneys
weaken the whole
F.
weak
Thomas
Ityan .regards himself as a Virginian body and hasten the final breaking
on
go
his hold
still and lias never let
down.
his native state.
Overwork, strains, colds and other
difficulty with which the causes Injure the kidneys, and when
One
schemers have to contend is tne root their activity is lessened the whole
la the south that a body suffers from the excess of uric
ed conviction
southern man couiu not carry any poison circulated tn the blood.
TROUT
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northern and doubtful states. NorthAches and pains and languor and
ern observers are very well aware that urinary
come,
an
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is
ills
sectional prejudice is by no means as ever Increasing tendency there
towards dia
strong in the north as in the south, betes and fatal Bright s disease.
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There
at tlie head jutors of tlie
and that any southern man, like Cul- Is no real help for the sufferer except
river, where we etui accommodate
have
would
instance,
berson, for
help.
twenty-fiv- e
car
accommodate
made a better run iu the north than kidney
We
iweNts at Tlie Valley Ranch.
Kidney Pills act directly on
Judge Parker did . It Is difficult, theDoan's
Will send o ' wagons to meet any train at (ilorleta. If notified bv let.
kidneys and cure every kidney
however, to make the south believe IU ill. Albuquerque
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The south is still fighting the war over
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letter
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.V M.. 'IVIetrraiiis addressed to tin at
and cannot get rid of the Idea that
iecot.
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
G lor Ida ull he telephoned to U4 without deluy.
the north is doing the same.
Southern men like Thomas F. Ryan says: "Doan's Kidney Pills quickly
who have settled in the nortn, under- and effectively relieved me of pain
me
stand northern sentiment, but cannot in the back, which had troubledprepget anywhere in trying to convince at Intervals for some time. Any
progress
up
has
fully
as
acts
to
aration
Considerable
which
the
south.
the
been made along this line of late, claims made for it as Doan's Kidney
however. An example of the advance Pills, deserves unqualified praise and
Ix to lie found in the fact tliat Senator
as a genuine kidney medicine can
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been induced to set forth have the confidence of every one.
lanlel hasplatform,
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a sort of
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an Interview
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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'
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Hv bean appointed axcluatva agenta In the Southwest far Jea. .
Schlltz, Wm. kamp and St. Louie A. B. C Brewariea; Yellowstone,
Green River, -- V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard Brands of whltklto to numeroua to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sail the straight article aa received by us from the heat Uerlea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and lnaaeet oar
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlea Uat
Issued to dealers only.
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Cas-care- ls,

,"

The chief cause of Constipation and
Indigestion is a weakness of the Muscles
that contract the Intestines and Bowels.
Cascarets are practically to the Bowel
Muscles what a Massage and Cold Bath
are to the Athletic Muscles.
Th"ey stimulate the Bowel Muscles to
contract, expand, and squeeze the Digestive Juices out of food eaten.
They don't help the 3oweb and Liver In
such a way as to make them lean upon
simitar assistance for the future.
This is why, with Cascarets, the dose
may be lessened each succeeding time
instead of increased, as it must Is with all
other Cathartics and Laxatives.
'
Cascarets act li'rfe exercise.
If carried in your vest picket, (or carried
In My Lady's Purse.) and eaten Just when
you st!srct you nied one, you will never
know a sick dafrom the ordinary Ills of life.
Btcatse these Ills begin In the Boweb,
and pive the way for all othtr diseases.
.
"Vest Poc'iet" box 10 cents.
Be sure y:i g:t the genuine, made only
by the Sterling Remedy Company, and never
N,jd in bulk. Every tablet stamped "CCC"

"

A. C. BILICKE

i

GOOD FOR ANYVEI

SLAPPING

ad.

Now

M. O. Chadbourne, residence,

Enemies of Nebraskan Would Bring Out
State Candidates, Divide the Convention Vote and Then Center
: j
on a Selected Candidate.
-

A. W. Anson, flats. Marble Avenue,

O. Bachechl, residence, North
40 000.00

DEMOCRATIC WEAPON TOO

Health-Insuranc- e.

V

60, 000.00

Copper Avenue, .between 7th and 8th
,
. .
Streets
W. R. Whitney, residence, 802 South Walter Street
Congregational Mission, south of city
W. H. Booth, residence, 701 West Coal, six rooms
Armory for N. M. N. O. Money for Armory has been appro
priated, the city to furnish site

llltls
a thin, round-cornere- d
I
Enamel Box
I
When carried In your vest pocket
it means
It contains Six Candy Tablets of pleasant
taste, almost as pleasant as Chocolate.
Each tablet is a working dose of
which acts like Exercise on the
Bowels and Liver.
It will not purge, sicken, nor upset the
stomach.
like
Because It is not a
Salts, Sodium, Calomel, Jalap, Senna, nor
Aperient Waters.
Neither is it like Castor Oil, Glycerine,
or other Oily Laxatives that simply lubricate
the Intestines tor transit of the food stopped
up In them at that particular time.

.

M.

100, 000.00

D. WelnmanT residence,

rrTS

r--

......

and Postoffice Building, 4th and Gold
C. A. and Reading Rooms, Central Avenue,

311-13--

The Handy Doctor in Your
Vest Pocket

v.

$150, 000.00

Garcia Building.
North 3rd Street, two stories and
basement 100x100 feet
J. Loeb, residence, 2nd and New Tork Avenues, 10 rooms

H. Fisher, of Toledo, Ohio, and en
gaged In the electrical business, was
arraigned before Police Judge Craig
yesterday afternoon on the charge of
brutally abusing Irene Whitney, the
daughter of Mrs. Kate
Whitney, who lives at .318 West Silver avenue.
Fisher was a roomer at
the house until last night, when he
left and moved to 616 Kast Coal ave
nue.
The defendant admitted that he
struck the girl and otherwise abused
her, but maintained that he was in a
blind rage and irresponsible for his
acts. He claimed the girl aggravated
Wit
his anger by her impertinence.
nesses testified that Flaher was vioThey
said
lent without due cause.
Fisher knocked the girl down In the
Judge Craig dismissed the
scuffle.
prisoner upon his paying a tine of $20
, and costs.
a ii 111

S.

Forges

1907, by D. K. 6. Sellers, Secretary University Heights Improvement Company

1st and tracks ,
Luna and Strlckler Block, office and store building. Second and
Copper, three stories and basement, 80x150 feet
Gross, Kelly and Company, wholesale grocery, Central Avenue
and railroad tracks; main building two stories, 80x100 feet;
warehouse, one story, 40x400 feet; approximate cost
A. W. Anson, terrace, 4th and Marble, four houses, 7 rooms
V
each
Gradt Building, office and store building, 3rd and Copper, three
,
ftorles and basement, 50x80 feet
Mann Building, office and stores. Copper Avenue, between 2nd
and 3rd, two stories and basement 50x143 feet; approximate
cost

ne

"Bile-driver-

1,

U. S. Government

20

FISHER PAYS

rAGK TRRKB.

Improvements

Building

Santa Fe Tie Pickling Plant, south of city
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The Hollenbcch Hotel
Los Angeles, California

1

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests la a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel 'and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
. ;

The St. Elmo

ii'c

(non-wrinklin- g)

O0eK)0O0Xep000000(
SEASON
THE

rs

OPEN

and JOnX 8. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at
7

BARNETT,

Prop'f.

West Railroad

Avenue

JOSEPH
I

120

Finest Whiskies

;

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB BOOMS
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Colorado

Announcement
Having; acquired an interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

And Principal Eastern Points

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

via

'

On Sale Dally

June 1st to Sept. 30th

HE VALLEY RANCH

f.

I

IA M O N D

I

I

du.-U"-

corn-colore-

NOTICE TO COXTItACTOItS.
The Board ot County
of McKlnley county. New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
houxe and Jail building, to be erected
In Uallup, New Mexico.
Bids to be
submitted separately for court house
and Tall.
A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure
the good
faith of the bidders.
Pronosals will be received ud to 4
o'clock p. ni., Monday, June 8rd,
1907, at the office ot the clerk of the
board. Plans and specifications can
be seen at the office of J. L. I.aDrlere,
Albuquerque, N. M., or at the clerk's
MtVe In Uallup.
The board reserves the right to re
ct any or an oida.
P. XV. MEYERS,
Clerk of the Boafi nt County Com
missloneis, Gallup, New M'slico.
boro .Nipple.
Any' .c.olher who has had experience
with th: distressing ailment will be
pleaaea to know that a cure may be
affected by- - applying Chamberlain's
Salve as soon as t): child Is done
nursing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth
before alio lug toJ babe to nurse.
Man;' trained nurses' ue this salve
with the bsst results, For sale by
all

drugirlst.

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?

T.

E. PURDY, Agent

A.T.&S.F.RY.
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'Back Home" Reveries
for Memorial Day

DAILY SHORT STORIES
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AT HOME FROM
two streets in our town the TWO TILL
FIVE
old "home town" back east bear the
dignity of names. One Is Main street,
Lydia.
Ry
F. IVastt-r- .
a busy, dusty thoroughfare
which
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
Claude Morrlssev tramped the flo.ir
runs between the depots, and the
other Is Fairvlew avenue. The mind's from the door to the window and
picture of Main street may have back again. He was Just as sadly off
faded and changed, but for most of as a scapegrace can be, disinherited
us, I think, the memory of Fairvlew and in love.
n
avenue remains
a wide, shady,
The latter was the most discourag
boulevard, ntartlns) opposite ing of all, considering pretty Grace
BROGAN
F.
WILLIAM
the
Methodist church, and running Collum knew all the bad things about
W. S. STRICKLER
out along the ridge to a white and mm; ciaucie had been a reckleus
MANAGING EDITOR
green Iron gate set In a high picket gambler In college, and Grace, Just in
PRESIDENT
fence, beyond which' one catches a long dresses, sided with his father
glimpse of a grass-matte- d
hillside. and promptly turned her back on the
studded with scrubby evergreens, In- luckless young man.
terspersed with whitewashed
urns
Claude, poor
at the wrong
and granite and marhel shafts and moment showed wretch,
UN ELY EQUIPPED JOn DEPARTMENT.
down along the hillside, a square of sent him packing.spunk, and his father
rusty iron fence (It has been a good
' BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IX THE SOUTHWEST.
.New York swallowed him, his mis
while now. perhaps the fence has demeanors and
loose change.
He
been removed) and Inside the square hunted for work; Allan Perry, a colLEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER IX XEAV MEXICO.
a row of modest headstones and a lege chum, got him a small Job on a
monument bearing the name most fa- big paper.
ROOSTIXG ALBUQUERQUE AXD THE SOUTHWEST.
miliar to you.
Claude threw himself on
Perhaps for you the picture mav hisPresently
REPUBLIC AX PRINCIPLES AXD THE "SQUARE DEAL.-- '
bed and picked up the morning's
be framed in a different setting; perpaper.
The first item his glance fell
haps in a quiet corner between cltv'e upon was
ASSOCIATED PRESS RETORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
this announcement:
"Mrs.
nolsesome streets; perhaps In a south Collum, Miss Grace
ern hamlet, or among vine clad New today from 2 till 5." Collum, at home
England hills but somewhere there
Morrlssey stared at the words with
is a Fairvlew avenue of solemn membreathless Interest.
ory for all of us.
"it is Grace; her aunt lives in New
York, and Grace Is staying here for
For most of us, I believe, the 30th the
season."
of May carries a significance aside
Suddenly he sprang up and began
from that of our national holidays. pacing
the floor again.
We may forget patriotism, gratitude
Reports emlnntln rom Washington, are to the effect that the president and
"I must see her." he moaned. "Oh,
religion,
Ignore
meaning
and
the
In his address at JndlHnapolls tomorrow, will make a feature of his policy of the illustrious Fourth, and abuse girlie, if you only knew how sorry I oooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
have been If father could know ."
toward the railroads of this country.
the spirit of Thanksgiving and Christ. Then
struck his hand llercely
mas, but not Memorial day for this across ho
It Is well known In Washington that the administration has noto intenwet eyes.
stand s the day set aside by national edict
tions of making war agalnRt the railroads but that It does Intend
But a smile came Immediately aft
for a square deal for railroads and shippers, In so far as It Is. possible to to the memory of our dead.
and the lad looked so hand
Many of us will go out tomorrow to erwards,
bring about such a condition.
some
with the mirth In his gray eyes
There 1 always one thing noticeable about the president's speeches, no the nearby cemeteries bearing floral that his good angel, taking pity,
to our departed loved ones
matter where they are made, and that Is his ability to concern himself with tribute
the idea of an escapade into
some of us will not but few there popped
his head which he at once seized
the affairs of the people at large.
be
thoughts
whose
will
not
turn
back
upon
some
upon.
matter
The president seldom speaks that he does not touch
policy in a quiet hour to the grass-matte- d
2:30,
In afternoon togs,
of vital Importance to the people. If, as reported, he speaks upon theupon
hillside out at the end of Fairvlew he Atstood ondressed
the steps of the Cullom
a avenue
of the administration towards the railroads tomorrow, he will touch
carry
Town
in
Our
and
there
and rang with outward calm.
Bubject which will interest the country at large as well as the railroads and tne tribute of the old time affection house
The butler who opened the door
fittingly says: and the earnest heart's yearning for
In commenting thereon, the
big Industries.
11-- -iistared stolidly over his head while
. "Report from Washington
"The touch of the vanished hand,
tells ua that the president' leading purpose,
and
Claude
his
cardcase
reached
for
country
the
And
the
that
souhd of the voice that
in his coming address In Indianapolis, will be to show the
broke Into cold perspiration on not
stilj."
finding
it.
administration has no intention to begin a war against the railroads or any
Just w hen despair
disclaimer.
reason
this
slightest
for
down upon him. Perry came
other business Interests. There Is not the
philosophy of the west Pre swooped
The
presisteps.
up
is
It
day,
the
because
the
and
The address will be delivered on Decoration
cludes sentimentality and morbidness,
They greeted, and as the butler still
dent's. It will be published In full by all the big newspapers of the country, out on this lay it ill befits us to for stood
and stared Indifferently, Perry
ac
On
anything.
even-bodthat
read'
who
get the significance- of death and the
it win he rend bv nractlcallv
:
For he who stands at the said
count It Is well that the president is going to give attention to matters of grave.
up; comwas
There are many questions of this sort now at the open grave looks into the depths of ing"I in?" sent to write this
current nractlcal Interest,
thinking
country
was
eternity.
er
e
What
day
sad
a
when
the
turned
saw
heart
Nobody now alive ever
front.
In
With a gulp Claude assented.
Some or these to the lonely home, but felt his soul a short time they were shaking hands
of more things of consequence than It is at this moment.
had
flooded
by
strange
been
yet
a
no
matter
talks,
his
president.
In
all
by
the
will n'ecessorllv be dealt with
with their hostess. Claude, following
about beautiful vision. The coarse, the un Allan, pressed Mrs. Collum's hand,
what the occasion, Mr. Roosevelt manages to work In a few remarks
couth In nature, Is softened and then the vibrant fingers of Grace.
every
day
things
of
other
foreign
and
trade
the railroads, the domestic and
toned, and the ever tender heart of
Her conventional greeting sank to
He did this even at the tricentennial at the wayward turns back
concern for every day persons.
through the
and he clung to her hand
other
diplomats
and
were
auditors
his
of
large
years
number
Jamestown, where a
to tne innocent days of child atillwhisper,
low, distressed voice reached
representatives of nearly all the great countries and many of the smaller ones. hood.
For those whose lives bear him:her "Claude,
please let my hand
The occasion which calls him to Indianapolis, Is more strictly domestic than the chastity of the deeper faith the go."
mystery
Americans,
solely
Is
of
will
almost
the
be
hereafter
illumined
auditors
His
affair.
Jamestown
was the
He did so, but stood where he could
to those for whom the light, burns watch
and the topics which he will touch will probably be those which have a con and
her till suddenly she was gone.
dimly the flashlight glimpse of the Then
began
cern for Americans chiefly.
search fur her, rindhe
something
beyond
burns forever in ing her at last apouring
tea and look"Possutolv the weakness of the stock and the grijn markets in the past memory's
solemn
hours.
ing white and distrait.
few daya may suggest to somebody that the country Is somewhat frightened
grave,
minAt
the
friend
and
foe
"Grace," he exclaimed. Imploringly.
administration on some of the gle their tears of sadness.
at the attitude, or imagined attitude, of the markets,
en"Pray go!"
however, will bear no mity, the hard words, life's The
The
great business questions of the day.
eternal
"Never!" he cried with emphasis.
Wall street may view the situation with alarm, hut struggle for supremacy, are forgot- "Please
such interpretation.
I
come away somewhere;
Wall street's pronunciamentoes have less effect on the country at large than ten and laid to rest with the shroud- must speak to you."
they had once. Republican prosperity's wave is rising higher and higher." ed form, and when the harsh clods
or).:
hesitated, then beckoned
have sounded the last pathetic re- of She
her cousins to take her place and
quiem to the dead, the departed one conducted
him to tlie deserted morn1
commerce
commission
Comnlaints have been made to the Interstate
oft leaves no kindlier knight for the
y
room.
THEATRE! Startin
fiialnst the Pullman Palace Car company to the effect that the charges protection of his loved ones than the ingShe
!
V!
Thursday
mr rival who has sheathed his sword fur ruptly: faced him there, and spoke abof the said company ror Dertns are exorniiani ana oppresKive,
NIGHTSI may
3
to
the
complaints
the
Is
had In
all time in kindly reverence and reSanta Fe New Mexican. Special reference
you
son
are
a
crtifl
are
"You
spect.
The family tie is bound In
lalm that the price of upper berths should not be more than half of lower
your father's heart.
Yoa
Extra Matinee Decoration Day
and in great closer union; the circle narrowed by breaking
as the latter are much more desirable and more comfortable
know how old he has grown
don't
congeals
death
in
closer
bond.
it
complaints
anil
j
in
the
year."
last
this
demand. There seems to be considerable Justice
...- Ever the lesson of the RrAVd I for
Her Voice was Irdlgnant.
la tinnVrstoo
that the Interstate commerce commission will take them up i those
must.
sorrows
whom
harrow
its
,4
"He drove me aray!"
buouiu w in- For how often
anfl investigate them carerully and seriously, inai me raie
the broken heart spills
"Who was to blaane?"
duced is acknowledged by all except the officials of the company. That a conceit and tear drops bathe the soul.
pause,
In
long
he
answered
a
After
reduction in rates will stimulate Pullman Palace car travel and necessitate
T drink at life's fountain we must
hoarse voice, "Myself."
an Increase of sleeping cars is also pretty well established. In no way sip the bitter with the sweet, and if a Her
cold face altered till it was all
Direct From
could a proper reduction effect anyone Injuriously as the company could we miss its tragic lessons we have loveliness. "You have learned much,
5 Month Tour of
go back and tell him that."
well stand such an one and as the Increase in business which wouM come failed at life's great school.
Claude:
Mexico and Cuba
Tomorrow life's fleeting pleasures.
till
to it, would keep its profits pretty fairly at the point the company now
They looked at one another
the lure of the canyon and mesa, will something In his eyes made her turn,
enjoys.
beckon us to the refreshing respite for flight.
the holiday permits. But let us re- - ' "Do you thins he will take me Geo. Wlb
conto
ought
"
tour
E. Mack
lecture
Burton's
The reported failure of
too, the sentiment of the
. .... v.
.
li i . . , . . . i.
ft llllu llir.
to member,
and strong
nour. ana through, tne years, amid UUt
vince the former senator of one thing: That the public is not anxious
.tnnrt- hefnre her.
What life s cares or careless frlvolties,
listen to a man with a grievance, says the Topeka State Journal.
Yes." she
her delicate castofprlnclpals
ideas and living truths. whether we pay tribute to the Grand flesh on fire.
the people wish Is something live some original
atArmy of the Republic, to the memory
Burton's lecture was an
And you, Grae will you?"
Presenting
It was generally understood that
and the of loved ones here or In the old home
Claude!"
"Let me
tack on President Roosevelt, the result of his own prosecution
preserve
east,
coming
for the
"Oh, girlie! if you knew the dreadaverage citizen has little Interest in a sore toe Just now. Therefore its back
generation the sacred spirit of Me ful six months
." The agony in
his
falhite. Mr. Burton should also learn that airing his "story" in.
morial day.
his voice overwhelmed her womanly
will not make the paper "go." He has. however, had some good
timidity:
IK'ixiration Day Matinee.
ideas in the Initial Issues of his paper, not mentioning the grievance ordepartSpecial matinee tomorrow at the
"And I. too, Claude I have sufsound Casino.
ment; If he will work harder on original Ideas and the advocacy
"Fun In a Boarding School." fered," she whipered against his
policies eliminating the "sore toe" business Mr. Burton may make a sucneck.
cess of his new publication. The public Is every ready to receive that JAI V.U MED.U.S STOI.KV
TliurMlay Xlght.
JIY CT1UO SKKKKKS.
which Is sound and wholesome.
New York. May 28. News of the
ago
years
theft of ten valuable medals and decPeriodically the following little story goes the rounds: "Many
A
The next orations belonging to Lieut. Mori, of
an Allen county (Kansas) farmer put his initials on a dollar bill.
Before the the Japanese cruiser Chitose, while
day he went to the nearest town and spent It with a merchant.
I rltlay Night.
vessel was at anchor here recent
Four times In six years the dollar the
year was out he got the dollar back.
ly,
has
become
known.
Souvenir
pockets
came back to him for produce and three times he heard of it In the
are believed to have taken
He hunters
The last time he got It back was four years ago.
of his neighbors.
them.
Canton. Ohio, (May 29. Mrs.
He has never seen that dollar since and
One day while the cruiser was In
ent it to a mail order house.
estate.
left a Considerable
Saturday Night.
tax
or
road
any
more school
this port Lieut. Mori's service blouse. Those In a posltym to know say it
in
That dollar bill will never pay
sent
He
community.
on which were pinned the medals, will approximate 1350,000.
for him. will never build or brighten any homes of theand his neighbors.
Do was hanging behind a door leading to
She owned setlTBl valuable busi
it entirely out of the circle of usefulness to himself
the officer's headquarters on the ness blocks In ( nton, and had In- ,
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not send your money to mall order houses, but trade In youi own town and Chitose.
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elsewhfre,
While
there
Vestments
you may get it again."
cut the cloth on either side of the
Practically
secu itles.
Complete
away the entire estate Ipould be converted
front of the blouse
Waahtmrtnn rilsnatrh states that the department of Justice has an the medals. Amongandthecarried
decorations into cash within a short time.
nounred its intention of instituting proceedings In a few days against the were the Order of the Rising Sun.
Major McKlnlefs estate, which Is
powder trust, whose head Is Dupont, the new .senutor from Delaware. The which was given Lieut. Mori by the entirely separate rom this, amounted
4 Carloads of Scenery
operations
investigating
the
emperor for covirage In the attack on to about 1140, OUd including his life
bureau of corporations has been hard at work
It
been
only
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not
I'ort Arthur.
insurance. This lies to the McKlnof this trust for months past, and has discovered that
McKinli-y'sbut that it now
ley family since i Mrs.
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Whatever is the outcome of the prosecution, it Is almost assured that
EGCS FOK HATCHING.
lis expected to lnh-l- t the bulk of the Prices
in .t!ih!!uh a number of factories of Its own for service
75c to $2.00
fortune.
manufacture.
Eggs 11.60 ped setting. Rose comb,
rtrown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
Thursday at
Our store will
At ih rorner of Second street and Gold avenue, there Is a street erosMng Pure bloods. 240 laying hens. Address noon on account f Decoration day.
Keats on Mile at Matson's WfHliics.
people
fifty
some
Is
estimated
that
repairs.
It
I. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.
Grocery
'o.
day
which Is sadly In need of
Monarch
at H a. in.
the
were precipitated in the gutter yesterday and escaped with wet feet, by cost
gutter.
The
bridge
arross
the
a
as
serve
now
ramshackle boards that
f r.,irir,ic this crossinir would be little or nothing and It would be a great
convenience to pedestrians as well as of considerable crtdit to the city'i
appearance.
The city administration should attend to It.
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Kama FV Is miikinir m enaratlons to clve Governor Curry a brilliant re
ceplion and the new governor will no doubt be glad that he has returned
tn the ljnd of Sunshine when he reaches tne lapitui my. .1 ne reception
will be one of the most elaborate In years and will be
to the new governor
.
Albu
utfuuHwi hv a
mi rii ht--r of iieoolc- from ull over New
querque should be the next place on the list to bid Governor Curry welcome.
.

-

liii-i;-

Twas ever thus. President Roosevelt has a pass to every baseball
game in the V'nited Stales and he hasn't time to go to any of them; while
the individual with time to throw at the birds and who wouldg.n--be satisfied
without
with a season pass to only one park, cannot get Inside the
putting down the price.
It
The assays of ore from Coyote canyon show over $7uH to the ton.
Is apparent that one of the richest strikes in New Mexico has leen made and
the hope expressed on all sides Is that the ore will be found In tufflcient
quantities to assure a llely little mining camp In that vicinity.

The Tucumcail News Is out this week with a finely IllustratiJ special
advertising edition which is a credit to the News. Tucumcarl and New Mexico.
The New is in the toosling van and deserves the patronage of every one
interested li) the advancement of that portion of Ne Mexico.
President Theodore Itoosevelt will feel keenly the criticism of
No
The knowledge displayed by the editorial
the Farmington Times-Hustlewriter of that paper of aflaii of state like the mercy of the Lord, It puss.th
ynderslandiinf.
'
base ball team has
The Ai.iui.a Hepubllcau says that the Thoenix
There are. however, ex.enuatnig clrcun,,.
committed .uiclde."
were playing the Tucson team.
tance?-th- ey

BT'S M GOOD TiRfHE
TO E1UY fa PIANO
OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE
Of all used and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
P1ANO-BUY-IN-

G

OPPORTUNITIES iwe place'before you

TODAY
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Between late train and a dog pound ordinance, the N
published at Carlsbad, has troubles of its own.
Among the lie w sic! "and most progressH e paper In the
country, Is the Pecos A'V'ley News, of Amia.
Despite the rains l f thv
amut.'tt of sport.
(ijoylng the

'

da''

the bate tail fan

Cash Buyers and all wh may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale, .ust received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and RECORDS. We will be Glal to show YOU ourjstock
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PLANTED IN BACK

From Brakeman to President Reservations Are Made For Graves of Departed Veterans This Was the Decree of the
Will be Strewn With Flowers-STen Persons-Maso- ns
Is the Career of This
City Board of Health
ailors
Get Busy.
Railway Employe.
Honored.
Yesterday Afternoon.

Madre & Pacific railroad, formerly
president and general manager
of the Mexican Central railway, and
at one time general superintendent of
the Santa Ke system. . Continuing,
Mr. Xickerson said:
Looking for Rest.
"1 am en route east for a little
rest, after several years of continuous work, and I am enjoying the trip,
the scenery and the country.
When
the Santa Fe entered Albuquerque in
1877 I was a trainmaster and I had
charge of the work of constructing
the first round house and turntable
ever built here.
Lordy, but things
have changed since then," and with
an expression of admiration
Mr:
Nickerson surveyed the large freight
yards, the shops, the round house on
the south, the city on the west and
the Highlands on the east.
"Albuquerque sure deserves the appellation, 'the metropolis
of the
southwest,'" concluded Mr. Nlcker-son.

Mr. Nickerson passed through Albuquerque this morning en route to
New York In his private car, "The
Ahumada," attached to passenger
train No. 8. With him was George
Cook, the senior member of the
I.
well known New York city banking
firm of Cook & Co.
Their car will
be transferred to train No. S at U
Junta this evening, and taken to
Denver, where they will spend several days.
First Willi the .Santa Fe.
Mr. N'lckerson started In the railroad business some thirty years ago
as a brakeman for the old Santa Fe
route, and by hard work was advanced to conductor, trainmaster, supergeneral
intendent,
superintendent,
and continued In the service of the
twenty-three
years. He
Santa Fe for
resigned to become vice president and
general manager of the Mexican Central.
When the Mexican government took over the railroads In that
country, Mr. Xickerson' resigned to
accept the presidency of the Rio
Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific' road.
While he severed his actual connection with the Central Mexicano lines,
he is still a director of that road.
Said Cook.
"Mr. Xickerson and I first came to
New Mexico In the latter part of the
'70"s," said Mr. Cook. "Both of us
have been Interested In railroads ever
since we were boys.
Xickerson built
the first turntable at the first round
hous- hwre, and during his" service
with the Santa Fe had charge of
many improvements, here and In
During
other cities along the road.
the last few years he and I have been
Interested In the railways of .Mexico,
and during the last few months the
Sierra Madre & Pacific especially.
The Sierra Madre & Pacific road was
organized and promoted by Col. Wm.
C. Greene. While Colonel Greene relinquished the presidency of the
road, he still acts as chairman of the
executive committee and board of directors.
'Colonel Greene recognizes the
ability of Mr. Xickerson as a railroad
manager and builder .and that is one
of the many reasons why he was selected to head the
road.
The stockholders of the company
held a meeting at Cananea, Mexico.
After spending several weeks In Xew
York. Mr. Xickerson will return to
El Paso to assume active management of the new road.
For the next
few years we have planned Improvements, extensions and the like, and
hope to make it one of the most prosperous roads In Mexico."
--

-- v

possible:
Atchison, Topcka
Santa Fe Tall-waChicago, Rock Island & Pacific
railway, Missouri Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain system, St. Louis & San Francisco railroad.
Fare: One lowest normal first-clatariff fare via route of ticket,
plus $2, on basis of fares effective
February 1, 1907, goltu? and returning
via same route over which one way
tickets are regularly sold, from points
In the Southwestern
Excursion bureau territory (to Saratoga Springs)
and return.
East of this territory w have already been advised of the same fares
through the other passenger associations until Pittsburg or Buffalo Is
reached, where the rate Is one fare
plus $1.
From Mr. Hannegan's letter I have
no doubt that the same rates will be
fixed on all of the lines throughout
the Southwestern Excursion bureau
territory.
Trusting that you may receive satisfactory rates from your local passenger agents, I remain,
Courteously yours,
FOSTER X. M ABIE,
Chairman Committee on Transportation.
Care State Dept. of Excise, Albany,
y.

ss

X. Y.

"We want the sir knights to get
busy," said Arthur Everitt, the sacred
"Accommander of Xew Mexico.
commodations for ten persons have
been secured at Saratoga for the use
of the Xew Mexico contingent, and It
Is especially desired
that all air
knights going to Saratoga communicate at once with me."
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
The Alvarailo.
M. Segal, Philadelphia;
Mrs. Ford,
Luguna: E. D. Goff. Manhattan, Nevada; H. A. Sertt, Xew York; J. H.
Zadeck, Denver; Ralph K. Twitchell.
Las Vegas; George Sherrord,
Salt
Lake. Utah; J. Kj Young, New York;
A. M. Bogy. North Carolina; E. N.
Duvis, Chicago; F. Schmidt, Las Vegas; Harry G. Wilson, Chicago; P.
W. Zimmerman, Puemo; L. 8. Michel-soXew York; G. M. Smith, Lhh Vegas; James H. Robinson, Pittsburg;
John H.Allen, wife, Newton Center,
Kan.; T. L. MuefT. wife and daughter,
Chicago; Gertrude Millington, New
York; George Whyte, New York; S.
Cuthbrith. Sun Francisco; John C
N.
Fisher. Geu. B. Mack New York;
S. Hurman, Chicago, tu. P.- - Avres,
Pittsburg.
n,

SturgeK.

Solomon Biho, Grants; C. E. Beck-leChicago; C. V. Smith, Denver;
Paul Snkalars, Lnt'rosse, Wis.; W. F.
II ah n. Estancla; C. B. Hightown.
C. C. Priest, Denver; John W.
Sullivan, Hogaji.
K. R. Selig, Chicago; R. B. Baldwin, Boston; Mrs. B. BIbo, Laguna;
Mrs. Harry Piper, Daisy L. New, New
York; Sidney Lowenden, PhiladelPhiladelphia;
phia;
Eva Abbott,
Grace I. Fear, Atlantic City, X. J.

y,

Savoy.

C. S. Bubb, Chicago; J. W. Greenlaw and wife, San Francisco; Henry
Conrad, Laperec, Mich.; G. L. Patterson, Colorado .Springs; Winsllp Link,
New
Xew York; John O. Hanlon,
York; S. Sutherland, New York; A.
M. Skinner, V. S. N.; H. A. WUkhani,
New York; Dudley Digs, Wisconsin;
F. Schmidt, Las Vegas, and twenty-si- x

members of Fisher company.
'raigt
Miss Gertrude Kelly, Estancla; AnT. M. Har-leurMoriarity:
nie Flowers.
MISSOURI IS AFTER
Estancla; P. Lopeling, Kansas
Olive
City; A. J. Blahi, El Paso; Mi
Roberts, Philadelphia; Reta Walker,
GOULD RAILROADS Xew York.
Metropolitan.
Toronto, Canada;
Bud Farrnouy,
Jefferson City, Mo., May 29. A suit J. V. Morgan, San Leardro, Cal.;
Logan
and Ida Irman,
to dissolve a merger of the Gould In- Miss J. Foard
terests In railroads In this state was Xew York.
argued In the supreme court here toc;oon, cold
dee
day on demurrers riled by the defendants to information of Attorney Gen- AT WALTON'S DltlG STORK.
A decision Is expected
eral Hartley.
RI V VOIR JCK CREAM AMI
within thirty days.
CANDY
CORN 1 It
AT
liOFF'K.
FOURTH
RAILROAD, AND
WANTED Good men. with clean SAVE 51 ONAND
ICY.
agents for the Colorado
records,
National Life Assurance Company.
Special matinee tomorrow at the
Liberal contracts and good terri.
"Fun In u Boarding School."
tory In Xew Mexico and Arizona
open.
TrewlU
LOCDOVS (il'AIIANTKED PURE
Prewltt. Mana-Eer- s,
Csmmerclal Club building.
ICE CREAM AT VAN.VS.

y,

root
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Memorial day will be observed In
by fitting
ceremonies In honor of the nation's dead.
The business houses of the cltv will
be closed for the most part.
While
the exercises of the day will not be
elaborate, they will be unusually impressive.
The committee In charge of the
Memorial day exercises Js composed
of J. G. Cal. I well, chairman; H. B.
Steward and W. W. McDonald.
At 8 o'clock the members of the
O. K. Warren Post will meet at Red
Men's Hall on Gold avenue, together"
with members of the Woman's Relief Corps. At 8 o'clock, also the
members of the John A. Logan Circle,
ladles of the G. A. R., will meet at
tne home of Mrs. J. G. Caldwell, on
Went Silver avenue, and thence proceed to Red Men's hall. The three
organizations will then leave the hall
and proceed to Falrvlew and other
cemeteries to decorate with flowers
the graves of the veterans. At the
cemeterie also the regular Grand
Army memorial ceremonies will be
performed.
Thence the organizations will proceed to the Uarelas. bridge from which
a floral float will be set adrift on the
Rio Grande This is In memorlam of
the naval heroes of the nation and
custom, is observed
the beautiful
every year.
After the various exercises they will
return to Red Men's hall to partake
of a banquet prepared by the Woman's Relief Corps. All veterans and
their wives are welcomed to this
feast.

this city tomorrow

Special matinee tomorrow at the
Casino. "Fun In a Boarding School."

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

The following quotations were received by F. J. Orat tt Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 87, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Nov York Stocks.
October Cotton
$11.55
Amalgamated Copper
85
American Sugr . ..;
121
American Smelters .,
116
87
American, Car Foundry
Atchison
89
Anaconda.
57
Baltimore and Ohio
944
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
50
Canadian Pacific
169 H
Colorado Fue'
29
Chicago Great Western com ... 10
Cheasapeake and Ohio
35
Erie com
21
first pfd
05
Ele
G. N. Ore Ctfs
i . ol
Louisville and Nashville
112
MtsHourl Pacific
73
New York Central
,
110
.
.
Norfolk
74
Northern Pacific
123
32 i
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
120
Reading com
99
Rock Island com
19
76
Southern Pacific
18
Southern Railway com
St. Paul
126
I'nlon Pacific
134
lT. H. S. com
33
,;, 97
IT.
. S. pfd
14
Greene Cananea
Copper Range
79
82
North Butte
Butte Coal
24
164
Calumet and Arizona
2
Santa Fe Copper
5
Helvetia
1
Shannon
Old Dominion
48
No markets tomorrow, Decoration

.......

'

.........

The city board of health nt Its
meeting yesterday afternoon decided
to give the city health officer more
authority In the matter of enforcing
the city health ordinance. The board
devoted considerable discussion as to
whether a rroperty owner had the
right to make his back yard a grave
yard for dead .cats or any other domestic animal that he might choose
to burry there. And the grave yard
end of the question won. with one
provision the animal must be burled
so deep that a dog cannot dlsenter it.

a treat.

The Informal reception given last
night at Masonic hall by Temple
lodge No. 6. A. F. & A. M , was attended by many of the local Masons
and their ladles.
The reception and
entertainment was thoroughly
by those presen.- - and many
were the expressions in 'praise of the
interesting program provided. Light
refreshments were served.
John C. Fisher and his big opera
company arrived In Albuquerque this
morning from EI Paso. Mr. Fisher's
aggregation occupied two sleepers and
one coach and carried three seventy
feet baggage cars on No. 10, and when
the people of the company turned out
and spread over town It looked as
Day.
though an excursion had struck the
town. The sale of seats for the four
Summary of Conditions.
performances of the Fisher company
New York, May 29. American opened
at Matson's this morning and
stocks In London strong
to 1
from
the advance bookings it looks
above parity.
a
case
like
of sell out for the entire
New York Central takes over Its
own terminal construction work from engagement. The opening bill for the
day matinee Is "Floro-dora.- "
Decoration
contractors.
Snow
but warmer weather
In west.
Persons wishing to cross the street
Thomas P. Jordan, at the corner of Gold avenue and
of Equitable Life, Indicted Iby grand second street must needs know how
Jury.
to swim. It is up to the city either
better, foreign to provide free swimming instrucLondon market
bourses improve and copper strong, tions for the citizens, or provide for
iKilfr lead of Rio Tlntos.
the adequate drainage cf the lagoon
Mayor vetoes utility bill.
at that point. The recent rainstorms
Unfavorable weather seriously af- have amply Illustrated how inefficient
fected Brooklyn Rapid Transit's earn- is the sewage system of this city to
ings from Coney island and other drain off surface water.
Furtherpoints.
more,
one steps on the boards
Strong demand for stocks In loan which when
connect the crossing and curb,
crowd.
Jets of dirty water squirt into the air
London settlement concludes to- and bespatter the garments
of the
morrow, when failures may be antaxpayer.
The street comnounced, but nothing of any conser humble
missioner ought to get. busy.
quence is expected.
The big water tank Just opposite
the coal chutes, Jut north of the
Kansas City Livestock.
house, will be .lacked up one
round
Kansas City. May 29. Cattle
4i9lt. Market 10 to 15 cents day this week, placed on a flat car
higher. Cows strong. Southern steers and pushed to where ihe new water
83. 504r5.25; sonthern cows
t!.5"ft treating plant Is located, 200 feet
$3.50(ii away. On account of the activity on
3.75: stockers and feeders
freight house tracks. It
4.90; bulls $3. 404 4.65; calves 2."hw the
6.25; western fed steers $4.25'(( 5.75; Is possible that the work will not be
western fed cows t'A 'Ja i 4.76.
started until Saturday night or SunSheep receipts 6000, .Market strong. day morning, so that the crew having
Muttons 15.75 ' 7.0'i; lambs 87.00 tr charge of that work will not be In9.00; range wethers $5.uo 7.25; fed terrupted. The tank is of steel and
ewes $4.50 5.ti0.
Is fifty feet high.
When the new
water treating plant is In operation,
Chicago IJveHtock.
it is probable that the present coal
Chicago, May 29. Cattle receipts chutes will be moved further south,
16,000. Market for cows weak, othas all of the ground north of the
ers; 10 cents higher. Beeves $4.46if? round house
Is to be used for track6.55; cows $1.75$! 4.70; heifers $2.50 age purposes.
fc'5.40; calves $4.501 7.00; good to
prime steers $5.55 44 6.55; poor to medium $4.5015.50; stockers and feed- GALLUP
SCHOOLS
ers $3.00't 5.15.
Sheep
receipts 22.000.
Market
10 cents lower. Western $4.25 fi 6.40;
yearlings $6.1oTi 7.0; lambs $7.25i
CLOSE FRIDAY
8.00; western $6.25 'ti 7.80.

ed

up-sta- te

up-to-

Gallup, T. M., May 29. On Friday
night. May 31, five tudents will be
graduated from the Gallup high
school.
The commencement exercises will be held in toe opera house
and the following is the program
Class March "The Yale"
Chas. L. Van Ban-MrsFrank Patterson.
Kt. ,011 It Wool Market.
Invocation
Kn', W. S. Huggett
St. Louis, May 29. Wool steady. Comet. Solo
Selected
Territory and western mediums 20ff
Mr. Will McSparron.
24c; tine medium 20fj21; tine

54;

Mm

53.

$v2,

ts

Furniture

charge of the summer school for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. This
Is a most excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
make up any subjects in
which you are deficient.
will have

We have Just received a
splendid variety of these
reliable willow goods In
Chairs,
Rockers, Settees
and Tables In natural finish.
Come In and sea them on
our floor.

Special Rates
to those who take up shorthand and typewriting or bookkeeping on the scholarship
plan. Write or call at the Library building for further information. Address the

Our Prices Are the Lowest

ALBERT FA BUR'S

Business College

The probate clerk's office will be
closed on Memorial day, says probate
Clerk Arthur E. Walker.
A freight car burned
near the
brewery last night, between 1 and 2
o'clock. Cause of fire Is unknown.
All barber shops will close Thursday, Decoration day. May 30, at 11
W. V. Jasper,
o'clock.
secretary
Barbers' union.
The rainfall for the last two days
has been a trifle over an Inch and a
half. Notwithstanding all this rain,
the Rio Grande has not risen to any
appreciable degree.
Railroad avenue has a faint, faraway resemblance to Broadway today, with all the members of botn
Mrs. Fiske's company and the Fisher
opera troupe in the city.
The opening sale of seats for the
performances of the. Fiher Opera
company, at Matson's book store. Indicates that the operas will be well
attended.
The Knights of Columbus will hold
a regular meeting In the Elks' hall tonight.
The gavel sent to Martin
Ryan by a convict at the Arizona
penitentiary will be presented to the
lodge at the meeting.
The funeral of Dlsdero Martinez,
aRed 65l years, w ho died in old town
Monday, was held from the church
of San Felipe de Neri yesterday afternoon, with Interment in Santa Bar.
bara cemetery.
The Santa Fe Park association has
purchased six acres of land near the
city for use as a base iball park. A
fence will be erected and a substantial grand stand built as soon as possible.
The location is a very good
one and it Is hoped to have the park
ready by the middle of June.
The American Lumber
'o. ban-- ,
will give a concert In Robinson park
Thursday night at 8 p. m. (weather
permitting)..
The concert to have
been given last Sunday night was cancelled on account of the high wind.
Music lovers who will Journey to the
park Decoration day night are prom-

I'mtlutv Market.
Chicago, .May Z'.t. Closing quotations:
Wheat July ftS'i: Sept. 99.
J'jlv
Corn May
oats May 47V4: Julv 4s ..
Pork May $16.20; July $16.47.
May $9.12; July SS.2".
Kilis Slay $S.7J'7: July

Conor-Rober-

Albuquerque

ABOUT TOWN
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Metal Market.
'i H.
Lead dull 6;
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Special matinee tomorrow at the
Casino. "Fun In a Boar. ling School."
No

o

i:iglit-llou-

r

"Voices of the Night"
Lillian Martha Winders
"Unwritten Music"
Katherlne Diana Brown
Piano Solo "tecond Rondo
de Concert"
Kiel V. Barankor
Miss Mary McVlcker.
"Class History and Prophecy".'...
John Earl Grarliui
Vocal Solo "Spring Time". ., Becker
Mrs. W. H. Morris.
"Learning to Think"
....Henrietta Augusta Wlllmunder
"What Does Life Mean?"
Ethel Vivian Morris
Piano Solo "Pluie D'EtolIes"
Paul Wachs
Miss Florence Richardson.
Presentation of Diplomas
Supt. W. H. Decker
Rev. W. S. Huggett
Benediction
The graduates are:
Ethel Vivian
Morris, Katherlne
Diana Brown,
GralMus,
John Earl
Lillian Martha
Winders, Henrietta Augusta Wlllmunder.
Chro-matlq-

THE

PLACE

Lucca Olive Oil J
The Champion Grocery Go.

Washington.
May
Tuft has addressed a circular to engineer officers in charge of river and
harbor work throughout the country
cancelling the instructions formerly
given them to Inrlude In all contracts
for government work a requirement
that eiht hours atliall constitute a
full day's work for persons employed
by contractor
in dredging operations. This circular is the result of a
recent decision of the supreme court.
Special matinee tomorrow at the
Casino, "Fuu In a Boordlng School."

asAVMsMsRkyWMW
THESE ARE
CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms
Low Prices

FOR

Do you intend buying s. .ehlcle to enjoy the summer months T It you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because yon are not rich. Come and see
us. .

"Business In the Estancla valley Is
saiu l,. o. uaenman, of Estancla, who with Charles M. Chancy
and J. J. Goets, are In the metropolis
on business and pleasure.
"During the past few months more
than a hundred families from Texas,
Oklahoma. Kansas and other states
have immigrated to Torrance county,
taking up homesteads near the town.
At present we have one steam plow
busy breaking up tho soil and getting it In tillable condition. Three
more are on the way from the east.
"One man who came to Estancia
from Kansas a year ago and took up
a claim of 160 acres has all of that
land cultivated and apple trees planted. The cold spell did not hurt the
apples and other crops In the valley
at all. The sheep are In good condition.
"Artesian wells are being dug all
over the county and Irrigation ditches
are being constructed to Irrigate the
land to be used for farming purposes.
"The next term of the Torrance
county district court convenes next
month and while the docket Is not
yet filled up, still three murderers are
to be tried.
"Bonds are being sold to enable the
county to erect a new county court
house."

Albuquerque Carriage

goou,

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

PRESCRIPTIONS

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

.

MILL

C.

'

'

Under

SltvES

VENUI

Il.n0k(lt

$&-vo-

Hotel

y

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Ladles' and Men's Clothing Cleanand Repaired.
Men's
Suits made to order. All work guaranteed. Prices reasonable.
ed. Pressed

.

ios n. rint at.

The telephone make the
.duties lighter, the cares less

C. F. A Hen

and the worries fewer.

Galvanized Iron Cornier, Tin Roof-Ini- f,
Shcep-dl- p
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.

telephone
pr
The
your health, prolong year Ufa
and protects your home.

YOU NKLD A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR IIOMft

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

West Cold

0000000X)00C
oxooeocoofccc

SCREENS

FLY"

10 per cent.

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
fatern-mad-

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
small cash payment and
S20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.
A

REALTY

SUPERIOR
PINNING MIli7
SEE OUR NKW I1RIC1C I1UTT.T1T Kfi

?SQOSK0000K)

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

CO.,

J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more, looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster. Lime. Cement.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AA'D COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW HEX.

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

Out of Town Orden Given Prompt Attention

MRS. ROSE HENRY

htlli.

j

j

Open Day and Night.

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES
WIST

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Santa Fe Restaurant

We Make a Specialty of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

1

203

Where to Dine Well

Wt Guarantee not to Shrink or Fade
the most Delicate of Ladiet Garments,

ICS--

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Morelli. the Tailor

1- -2

WE FILL

i

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When In need of sash, door, frames,
etc. ScrM-v. 4(13
work a
South UN Mrcct. Telephone 403.

2049

Co.

Corner First and Ttjeras Road.

Fitnck Dry and Steam Cleaning.

MAS Cf SAvor

"

and

(Elrauimj mh $Jrraatng TOnrku

Coodt Called for and Delivered.

MATTETJCCI BROS.
W. Tljcras Aw.
PboM St.

622-62- 4

IS

VALLEY

Staab Building

Grocerij, Meats, Poultry, Best

ue

....

.

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

HENRY'S

I luu- 29.
Secretary

.

Library Bide.
Albuquerque, N. M.

.

firm,

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

17.

St. Louis.
$6,304! 6.32

de

Willow
Mrs.G 0.

vice

Hieh-Gra-

YARDS

TIONJAY

The following letter to A. A. Keen,
"When I first came to Albuquerque
In 1877 there were only a few adobe grand recorder for New Mexico, A. F.
huts to denote the existence of .a set- and A. M., will be of Interest to Matlement.
These were In the ceetion sons:
Albany, X. Y.. May 22, 1S07.
At
which Is now called old town.
Alpheus A. Keen, Grand Recorthat time the only hotel was the Sirder,
Albuquerque, X. M.
Podt,' a miserable affitir, yet conMy Dear Wir Knight:
Sir Knight
sidered In thoBe days the finest hoshas referred your comMacArthur
telry In the southwest.
May
2
me
of
munication
to
for fur"Albua.uern.ue today Is a different
reply.
sort of a place. It Is fast developing ther
1
have Just received from Chairman
along many lines and has already assumed the air of a metropolitan city. Hannegan, of the Southwestern Excursion
bureau, a communication In
The Santa Fe railroad has had much
to do with the progress of Albuquer which he stales that the following
que, and will continue to benefit the rates for the conclave at Saratoga
Springs, X. Y., have been approved
city as It grows greater."
The speaker was H. R. Xickerson, by the following roads, and will bo
president of the Rio Grande, Sierra made effective at the earliest date

nv

DEAD ANIMALS MAY BE

E

BEJTHERE

,
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jUbuquerque,

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.

$ew SXtexico

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
t
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PAGE SIX

OLD SOMES

MEXICO

NEW

Au old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities and poisons
.
which
clouriy.threat-eulimare circulating in the blood, and as long as this vital fluid remains in this impure
Ins;
the weok ha been
Santa Fe. N. M. May 29.
cold and windy, with the
contaminated
state the place will never heal. It may scab over and appear to be
On the whole, the weather of the
and
fulling to SI degrees on the
past week has been colder than the morning of
wa
formed
Ice
the
24th.
fresh
a
well,
getting
outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it again, and
but
In
lacking
season,
and was
normal
In many places, but
no particular
both
sunshine and precipitation. damage
for years, continually growing worse, and slowly sapping
sometimes
highest
goes
tem
on,
thus
resulted.
The
it
There were scattered showers In oil' perature whs 76 on the 20th and
parts of the territory, rather more 21st: the lowest. SI on the 24th. Total away the strength and vitality of the sufferer. .
frequent over the northern and west0.08 Inch.
There are many ways by which the blood may become contaminated and poisoned.
ern counties, but the total rainfall was precipitation,
Valley, Union Co. Mary Smltn
very light, and the need of more
warm, and very A long spell of fever, or other sickness, breeds disease germs in the system, the failure of
has
been
The
week
In
beginning
felt
to
be
Is
moisture
toward the close. Generally
eastern and southern portions. There windy
nature's eliminative members to remove the waste and refuse matter or the body, tfie exceshas also been much more wind than clear weather prevailed, with no
sive use of minerals in certain diseases, all infect the blood with morbid matter and germs,
Is usual in this part of May.
M.
Watrous. Mora Co.
C
The first two days of the week were
High,
cold winds, with cold which sooner or later manifest their presence by a sore or ulcer which refuses to heal
warm and pleasant, with temperature nights prevailed during most of the
considerably above the normal but the week. The highest temperature was under the ordinary treatment
of salves,
weather changed to cloudy and much 7
the

5 on the 20th; the lowest, 29 on
23d. Rainfall, a trace.
K. M. HARDIN'OE.

Topics
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor
John W. Campbell,
of Tucumcarl, Quay county: Benjamin
t". Campbell, of Iuke Arthur, Chaves
county.
J. W. Itaynolds:

J. V. Corbett, Herbert Cornell and
surveying corps, left Santa Fe Monday for Stanley, where they will survey the townBhip between Stanley and
South Mountain. It will require about
two weeks to complete the work, after which they will go to northeastern
Taos county on similar work.
the

youngest

daughter of Professor J. C. Carrera,
of Las Cruces, Is hovering between
life and death at the home of her
parents there as the result of injuries
received a few days ag by falling
from the top of a house which Is In
course of construction near the family
home.
J. O. Fulghum, of Socorro county.
Is exhibiting the skin of a large Texas
panther, which he killed severat days
ago near his ranch In the San Mateos.
The animul measured eight feet and
four Inches from tip to tip and had
killed a colt belonging to Mr. rulg-hubefore being dispatched by a
Winchester bullet.
m

The funeral of little Iaaurito Sala-a- r,
which was held Monday at Santa Fe, was unusually impressive. Solemn high mass was celebrated In the
cathedral by Very Rev. Father An
tonio Fourchegu, assisted by three
The deceased child
other priests.
was clad In the robe and cassock and
had six of his little schoolmates as

ALBUQUERQUE

pall-beare-

Dulce, Rib Arriba Co. F. E. James
There were two light showers dur
Inr the week. The highest tempera
ture was 81; the lowest 36on the 22d.
Total preoipltaion, 0.08 men.
Esnanola. Rio Arriba Co. F. D.
McBrlde The week has been cloudy
nil cold, with several light showers
vegetation makes little progress. The
lowest temperature was SI on the
24th; total precipitation. 0.10 Inch.
Fnrt Havard. Grant Co. Post Sur
germ Clear weather has prevailed,
with only a trace of precipitation. The
highest temperature was 83 on the
21st; the lowest 40 on the 24th.
Folsom, Union Co. Jackson Tabor
The past week has been cool and
cloudy with local thunderstorms but
Vegetation
very little precipitation.
recovers very slowly from the effects
and it
of the frost of April 21 last, put
on
will be June before the trees
temhighest
their spring dress. The
perature was 78; the lowest 35 on the
24th; total precipitation, trace.
Fort Stanton, Lincoln Co. J. E.
Bergman The week has been
clent In sunshine, but with only a
trace of precipitation. The highest
temperature was 80; the lowest 38 on
the 20th.
Fort Wlngate, McKlnley Co. Post
Surgeon There were two light showers during the week, and the weather
has been rather cloudy. The highest
temperature was 77; the lowest 35, on
the 25th.
Gage, Luna Co. E. J. TilleyThe
the
weather was partly cloudy during
first of the week, but the last two
days were clear. There has been no
The highest temperaprecipitation.
on the 24th.
ture was 90: lowest 42.Mary
Cooley
Glen. Chaves Co.
the
There was no precipitation during genbeen
week, and the weather has
erally clear. The highest temperature was 82; the lowest 46, on the
Lake Valley, Sierra Co. Wm. P.
Keil It was cloudy the first of the
week, but the latter part was clear.
The nights continue cool, and notwlth-atandln- g
the very light showers there
this
is some complaint of drought In Inch.
Vicinity. Total precipitation, 0.0S
Wm.
Miguel
Co.
Vegas.
San
Las
Cur Lisa Bailey The weather has been
cloudy, with a few drops of rain almost every day, and thunderstorms
In the distance. The highest temperature was 82 on the 21st; the lowest,
on the 25th.
tt Logan.
Quay Co. W. W. Moore
warm and
The weather hasonlybeen
a trace of prethreatening, but
cipitation at the station. We are beginning to need more moisture. The
week closed with high winds. The low-on
est temperature was 43 degrees

ht

Capital and surplus. $tou,ooo

RAID

AMERICAN

Scotland

HERE The

Yard

VISITORS

IVtwIivcs

lUilllctl by lievcriH's.s of

Tltfcpvt.

The United States civil service
commission announces an examina
tion to be held on June 19, 1907, in
this city, to secure eliglbles to fill vacancies as they may occur In the poe
sition of clerk or carrier In the
in Albuquerque, X. M. Age limit,
18 to 45 years.
Male applicants must be at least 6
feet 4 Inches In height, and not leas
than 125 pounds In weight.
For application blank, Instructions
to applicants and further Information,
apply to W. H. Long, at the Albuquerque postotlice, or to the district
secretary at Denver, Colo.
We wish to call the attention of applicants to the new regulations af
fecting postohice clerks. In which it
Is provided that clerks will receive
$600 the first year, and If their rec
ord is efficient and their work satisfactory, will receive $800 the second
year, and thereafter an Increase of
(loo a year until the maximum
amount Is reached.

.

post-ottic-

Best couches, felt mattresses, child's
roiling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and
book cases are among the new arrivals for the week at Futrelle's Furniture Emporium, corner Second street
and Coal avenue.

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain's

Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, 25 cents. Samples
free. For sale by all
VAXX'S NEW FOUNTAIN'
FOU
REAL COLD UKLNKS.
I

Ixirdfiburg. Grant Co. TV. E. Moore
and
The weather has been dryprecipi
of
nindv. with only a trace
The highest temperature was
tation.
on- the lowest 41. on the Z4tn.
Magdalena. Socorro Co. Wm.r Penabout 60 pt-- cent
der The week had two
good showers
of sunshine, with
a trace at
Houlhwest of here, but only
station. Grass Is In fine condi
the
was
temperature
highest
gn- The 30. on
the 24th.
h. lowest Hddy Co.
J. M. Cook
Monument.
and
The weather hua been clearhighest
nights.
The
cool
rlrv. with
u,i,eruMire whs 110: the lowest 40.
Mouritainalr. Torrance Co. Mis. J.
has been
W. Corbett The weather
clouiiv and warmer, but with
rtlv
..nUtrace of precipitation; tine
growing weather. The lowest temper
41 on the 24th.
was
aiiii'o
Orange. Otero Co. F. M. Holmsley
The week has been rather cloudy
highest temhut with no. rain. The lowest
33 on
perature was !u; the
the 17lh.
W.
Penn,
It.
Co.
Ked River, Taos
,
The week has been cloudy, threat-enlng unil very winifV. The nights
continue cool, with the loweston temthe
perature 32 degree,
lath and lth.
.
Rlncon. Dona Ana Co.
ioui!y
Poote The week has Jeen
most of the time, with very heavy
winds, but only a trace of precipitation. The low eat temperature was
43 on the 24th.
Roclada, San Miguel Co. John A.
cold,
RU'luli'li The nights continue more
mid the weathrr generally feels
All.
like March than it does like May. beIs aboJt four weeks
was
temperature
The lowesi
Miid.
Xii ili.gres on the i'4th; Uital preclpl- tation. 0.10 Inch.
AV. If
Kf:ir- riv Co
tin The weather ha been louly. '
with several liht showers luring the
J he highest
temper.) t urn was
33 on the 24th. Ttal
74; the

London, May 29.

Americans have
been complaining of a gang of expert pickpockets at work in London,
and as a result of their crimes Detective Sergeant Baker and Detective
Lovejoy made a raid on a number
w ho had gathered around the electric
tramway cars at Shepherd's
Bush.
Three were placed under arrest.
The most active members of tho
gang, however, are those that have
been "working" the motor omnibuses
near the Marble Arch and Oxford
Circus tube stations.
These particular pickpockets are two women and
a man. When there Is a rush for a
motor omnibus one of the women
manages to get In front.
She then
seizes a lady's handbag or 'she will
promptly
Is
a
watch,
which
snatch
passed to the man behind. Sometimes there is even a second man,
and the first man passes it along to
his companion.
"I wish we could lay hands on
them," said a Scotland Yard detective. "But they are Ingenious at effecting their escape.
They are nimUsually one
ble with their fingers.
man acts as the receiver.
He Is so
well dressed and so smart in his general appearance that he would be
taken anywhere for a prosperous man
of affairs. And if we should happen
to make a mistake and capture an
honest business man while trying to
run down the accomplices of the
pickpockets you could readily understand what a storm it would raise.
of the woman lies in the
fact that she dresses so well as to
render herself as Inconspicuous as
The-strengt-h
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POtlTORY

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka k Santa Fa

1500,001.11
I250.000.M
Railway Company

An Essential Thing
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
officers. Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

from the list.
The event will be a notable one in
the history of Montana, inasmuch as
the Huntley will be the first district
constructed under the reclamation
law to be thrown open to entry In the
state.
The secretary of the interior
will be present when the drawing be

Wholesale Grocers

gins.

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

My Rest Friend.
Alexander Benton who lives ot
1, Fort F.dward. N. T.
Route
Rural
says: "Dr. Kings New Discovery I.
Billings. Mont., May 29. Seven mv best earthly friend. It cured m
hundred fine farms in the Huntley of asthma six years ago. It has aUi
Irrigation district near here are to be nrfnrmrt a wonderful cure of in
for my son's
opened by the government to settlers clnient comsumptlon
by lottery, June 26. The new regu- - j wife. The first bottle ended the ter
j
accomplished
latlons of the secretary of the inter- rlble cough, and this
ior win eliminate ine pt?uiacuiiir una the other svmDtoms left one by one
to all until she was perfectly well. Dr
will offer an eo.ua! chance
homeseekers. The method of pro- Kim'i New Discovery power ovei
cedure decided upon Is as follows:
coughs and colds is simply marvel
has eve
Any person wanting to make an ous." No other remedj
entry may, either through the malls equalled it. Fully guaranteed by al
or otherwise, present to the register druggists. 50o and J1.00. Trial bot
and receive of the land office at Bll- - tie free.
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Solicits

and
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

i
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

ooooooooooooo

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.

Free Lectures on the Art of Cooking

.

ON

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts- - Capital. $160,000.00.

possible. Take It all In all, these lings, Mont., his personal affidavit,
cases are as nurd as any that we have sworn to before some officer authorized to administer oaths In the Bilhad to deal with in years."
lings land district.
These affidavits
must reach the land office Between
$100 Reward. $100.
18
25.
and June
June
The readers of this paper will be
to learn that there Is at least one
Beginning
26, the register
dreaded disease that science has been and receiver, June
under the supervision
able to cure In all Its stages, and that of
representative
a
of the secretary
Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the
only positive cure now known to the of the Interior, will publicly open the
conmedical fratirnlty. Catarrh being a
sealed boxes in which the envelopes
stitutional disease, requires a constitu- have been placed, thoroughly mix the
Cure Is envelopes and then, as they are setional treatment. Hall's Catarrh upon
the
taken Internally, acting directly
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys- lected, number them from 1 to 1,500.
The envelopes must be sealed and
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient must not be marked in any way to
strength by building up the constitution Indicate the sender, and no person
and assisting nature in doing Ha work.
more than one application.
The proprietors have so much faith In Its maythemake
rules in this respect are not
curative powers that they offer One If
be
will
Hundred Dollars
for any case that it followed the application
Send tor list of testi thrown out. All envelopes filed will
falls to cur- -.
monials. Aditress:
be opened and recorded. If a per
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
son who has drawn a number has
filed more than one application, his
TOO

ALLOWED

With Amp

few

POSTAL CLERKS WILL
BE EXAMINED

INTEREST

w9

OF LONDON

NEW MEXICO

1

depreciated from any cause.
Persons with an inherited blood taint
are very apt to be afflicted with sores and
ulcers. Being born with an unhealthy blood
supply, the different parts of the body are
:iever fully nourished, and when middle life is reached or passed and the vigor and strength
:f the system begins to weaken and wane, the tissues in some weak point break down and
i chronic sore or ulcer is formed, and kept open by the constant drainage of impure matter
from the blood. How aggravating and stubborn an old sore can be is best known by those
.vho have nursed and treated one for years, applying salves, washes, powders, etc., with no
tjood results. The place remains and continues to grow worse by eating deeper into the
surrounding flesh, festering, discharging, sometimes throbbing with pain, and gradually
undermining the constitution by its unhealthy action on the system.
It is a great mistake to expect to cure these places with external applications. True
'.his treatment assists in keeping the parts clean, and are beneficial in this way, but do not
reach the real trouble which is in the blood. The practice of cutting out the diseased parts
and even scraping the bone beneath, is often resorted to, but these severe measures seldom J
do anv permanent eood. The sore mav be re- moved, and for a time heal over, but the same
poison that produced it the first time is still in the
blood, because The Blood Cannot Bo Cut Away,
and Tho Soro Will Return
The only treatment that can do any real
good is a competent blood purifier one that goes
to the very bottom of the trouble and removes the
cause, and for this purpose nothing has ever been
PURELY VEGETABLE
found to equal S. S. S. It eoes down into the
circulation, drives out all poison and morbid matter, reduces the inflammation, and by
sending pure, rich blood to the diseased parts, instead of feeding them with impurities,
allows the sore to heal naturally and permanently.
Not only does S. S. S. purify the blood
of all poisons and germs, but builds it up from its weakened and impoverished state, making
it strong and healthy and able to supply every part of the body with sufficient and proper
nourishment to keep it in perfect health. If you have a sore that is slow in healing, do not
depend upon external applications alone, nor experiment with unknown medicines, but begfn
the use of S. S. S., rnd by removing every vestige of the cause, cflre the trouble permanently. Special book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice desired sent free to all
who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA, OA.

Jose A. Zamora, who died recently
at his home on the Sweetwater In the
southern part of Colfax county, was
in truth a pioneer of New Mexico.
years of his Ufa
The ninety-eigwere spent within the borders of the
territory and for more than forty
years he has been a resident of the
Sweetwater valley, having been the
first settler In that district. He also
had the distinction of being the oldest PICKPOCKETS
inun In Colfax county.

S4th

A BAD SORE ON HIS FACE.
was afflicted with a sore on my faoe of four years
standing. It was a small pimple at first but It gradually grew largffr and worse In every way until I
beoame alarmed about it and consulted several physicians, They all treated me bat the sore oontinued to
grow worse. I saw S. S. 8. advertised and oommenoed
Us use and after taking It awhile I was completely
cured. My blood is now pure and healthy from the
fleet of S. S. 8., and there has not been any sign of the
sora since S. S. S. cared it.
West Union, Ohio.
TH09. OWEN.

.

develops into a festering or discharging
ulcer if the system is run down or the blood

Territorial

Carrera,

to:,.-.-

pimple, burn or even a slight scratch, often

Acting Section Director.

Adeltna

A

1907.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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As
colder with frequent high winds. oca rule the lowest temperatures
curred on Friday the 24th. when the
temperature fell to the freezing point
at many of the more northern stations.
There remains much more snow In
the mountains than Is usual at this
time of the year, and on account of
it Is meltthe continued cold weather
comparatively.
ing very slowly,
Streams are already carrying a full
volume of water, but there are no unusual flood conditions reported as yet.
The following notes selected from
the reports received this week give
the conditions more In detail:
Agricultural College, Dona Ana Co.
The week has been
Allen Graham
of
partly cloudy, with only a tracevery
precipitation. There have been
temperature
highest
high winds. The
was 80; the lowest 41. on the 26th.
Albert. Union Co. H. M. Hanson
The weather has been somewhat
warmer during the week and vegetation has made visible progress. The
weather has been rather windy; cloud
Inr nn In the afternoons and threat
ening showers, but ending in gusts of
wind. The lowest temperature was
on the 21st; total precipitation,
4
0.02 Inch.
Bell Ranch. San Miguel Co. C. M.
O'Dnnel No rainfall during the week
the highest temperature was 87; the
lowest 41. on the Z4tn.
Bloomfleld, San Juan Co. Fred Le- Clere -- The weather has been some
what warmer, and partly cloudy, 'but
The
onlv a trace of precipitation.
lowest temperature was 47 on the
22nd.
t'ambray. Luna Co. F. S. Case
There was no rain during the week;
the highest temperature was SO; the
lowest 60, on the 24th.
Sandoval Co. I
rim a Salasar.
Mora The week has been dry and
warm, and vegetation Is getting
rood start.
Carlsbad, Eddy Co. Raymond De- Put' General v clear weatner prea
vailed during the week, but with
trace of rain on the lSlh, and a good
shower on. the 22nd. The highest tem perature was 95 on the '23d; the low
st. 64 on the 20th and 23d. Total
0.26 inch.
' rArlnftatlon.
Chama. Rio Arriba Co. Geo. Huth
There was onlv a trace of rain dur
Tig the week. The highest temperature was 75: the lowest, 25 on the
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FED AND
KEPT OPEN
BY IMPURITIES IN THE BLOOD

WEATHER BULLETIN SHOWS RAIN

THROUGH

CITIZEN.

EVENING

They Keep the Flies Out

-

WE HAVE SECURED

J

J

HI Inch.

j

demonstrator for a series of demonstrations, beginning Friday, May 24th, and continuing until June
1st. Every afternoon from 3:30 to 4:30. There
will always be interesting features in the program
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In

Miss

It

which will be changed daily.
I

LUMBER'

000oe0
B, PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

Np OF America's most interesting lecturers on J
the culinary art and a thoroughly practical
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GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquette
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Gas, Electric

Lip

and Pover Co.
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Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Albuqaerque,

Nev?-

-

Mexic

i
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Frank

LIGHT WEIGHT

Direct From
The Orient

STEERS IN

Large assortment of
China and Jap Mattings from

DEMAND
No

Co

S N.

MACIIirJISTS QUIT

WORK

THIS

tmntTtmttiti
Louisville. Ky.. May 29. A
general strike of machinists on
the Louisville and Nashville raila ordered at 8 o'clock
road
this morning to take effect an
hour later.
There are between 600 and
700 machinists employed on the
road.
They demand a recognition of
the union and a uniform scale
of nirp In each shop.

T
OF NEW YORK

CENTRAL

Pay i:oII to lie Cut All Over the
tem and Many Employes .

Sys-

DlMiiixxed.

New York, May 29. Thousands of
employes of the New York Central
railroad will soon lose their positions
In one of the most sweeping orders
for a reduction In expenses ever issued by the officials of . that road.
This drastic policy of retrenchment
is expected to result in a saving of
anywhere from $100,000 to $250,000 a
month.
A poor money market, the high
prices of labor and general falling off
In business, and the antagonism of
persons Interested In the utilities bill
toward suggestions made by the New
York Central officials, are directly responsible tot the big cut, which will
be felt more heavily on other parts
of the line than in this city.
The heads of all departments have
been ordered to send to the main
office a full statement of their business, with a list of the least number
of men required to keep the system
in operation. A small army of clerks,
trainmen, yardmen and switchmen
will have to go.
This lopping oft of
heads will follow a record winter for
business.
It was explained by an
officer that the enormous amount of
freight moved during the months of
February. Afsrch and April required
the service of a great force of new
men. Now the majority of these men
will have to go, because business has
fallen away again to a normal level.
A study of the road's freight statistics shows that If the total freight
cars moved by the New York Central
between this city and Buffalo during
the three months in question were
placed end to end, they would make
a continuous line extending from, this
city to San Francisco and back, and
as far west again as Chicago.
"The poor money market," said an
official, "and the high price of labor
and material for equipment has made
it necessary to call a halt on needless
expenditures, ' v)f course, the work
on all Improvements now under yay
will be continued, but nothing new
will be undertaken."

PENX. MAK1NU TESTS OF
NEW BLOCK. SIGNALS.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 29. For more

In the passenger service In this part
of the state, syg the San Bernardino
sun.
They tell of a recent problem he
was called on to solve and whlrh ho
did to the entire satisfaction of his
superiors. He had been assigned to
tne jod or handling a certain excursion party, and when It came to dealing out the tickets he found the supply had run away short of the needs,
the crowd being much larger than
was expected.
The tickets were gone and there
were two or three score of people yet
unsupplied. Some fellows would have
thrown up their hands in despair at
a situation like this, but Moore wa
not long In solving it.
He quickly delved into his traveling bag and brought forth a package
of his business cards and these he
marked with his monogram across
the face, then stamping them on the
back began dealing them out for
tickets. When he had finished he had
taken In something like 1175 for
tickets which were nothing but his
business cards.
The situation was
explained to the conductor of the
train and the cards carried their
holders just as though they had been
the regulation tickets.
Moore received the compliments of his superior for his ready solution of the
situation he found himself in, and
safe to say those "tickets" are stored
away in the general offices as an example of the most unique excursion
slip ever Issued by the road.
SAXTA

Parker, April

25

as

Grand Jury.
Vivian. Rosalln J.iramlllo.
Kxter, tlrpRnrio l:,,mern,
('haves, Pololnarlo Fajardo, Pedro Peralta. E. J. Klterman. Rafael
Luna, Alex Mills, Herman Contreras,
Itrnyles.
Clarence
Cleto
ft
David Carrlaga. J. E. Xichol. John
Barton, Jose L. Gonzales, Mellton
Gonzales, Antonio Tnfnya,
Manuel
Baca, Pedro Torres, lsiiac Chavez,
Francisco Luna. W. K. Nattrass.
Solomon Orlego, Juan Sanchez, lg- naclo santlllanes.
S.

Sale For
Re
celpts of Mutton Advances Market.
Cows-Lig- ht

EE PROSPECTING
EOU NATlltAL

GAS.
Arkansas City, Kan., May 27. It
will be but a few days now until the
Santa Fe will be doing some prospecting for natural gas, for its own benefit. As has been announced the Santa

Fe has made arrangements with the
Home Development company for the
use of its drills and drillers for the
time being.
Just hew extensive the Investigations the Santa Fe will make has not
been given out. The company wants
gas of Its own for use In its shops
here and it has been decided that the
best way to gt the gas Is to prospect
for it. For that purpose the Home
Development
outfit was
secured.
Mack Tully has begun moving the
drill from the dry hole on the Hess
farm to the place selected by the
company to sink Its first well.
The
site chosen will be on the company's
land just west of the shops and the
belief is quite general that a good
flow of gas will be struck.
The proposed well Is in new territory and for that reason the outcome
will be watched with great interest
by. the people in this community.
It
Is quite likely that the spudding In
of the new well will occur the first of
the week, as it Is thought that the
drill can be moved to the new location and all necessary arrangements
made for drilling by that time.
There are many surmises as to
what this prospecting south of the
city will bring forth. A man in this
city who has has much to do with
prospecting for gas, tells us that he
thinks a good flow will be found. He
estimates that it is .about the proper
place to make a strike.
It will be noticed that veins of gas
appear to run from the northeast to
the southwest and
hat they are
struck at about a certain number of
He figures that the
miles apart.
proposed well is located at about the
right place to get gas according to all
indications with which he is familiar.

Kansas City, May 29. The moderate supply of 32.000 cattle last week
was disposed of without much net
change in prices. The run today is
only S.OoO head, steers selling 5 to
IS cents higher, cows about steady.
The new rule of the packers, to buy
cows and heifers only subject to postmortem inspection, and the refusal of
commission men to sell to them under these terms, forced packers to
hustle for light weight steers todav,
advancing the prices 10 to 15 cents in
some cases. Shippers were pretty
generally advised last week to hold
back the she stuff this week, and the
supply of same Is small today, and
finds a ready outlet to eastern order
buyers. The first day of the controversy has passed without Injury to
shippers, and dealers believe the naturally small number of cows and
heifers to be marketed for the next
several weeks can be handled satisfactorily, because of the unprecedented activity of small butchers and Independent slaughterers,
who have
seized the present opoprtunity to advance their Interests as against the
big packers. The Lockhart steers sold
at $5.65 today, highest price they
have yet reached, and bulk of fed
steers are selling at $5.00 to $5.65,
yearlings up to $5.70, heifers $4.00 to
$5.25, cows $3.60 to $4.65, bulls $3.40
to $4.65. calves $4.00 to 6.00, stock-er- s
$3.60 to $4.75, feeders
$4.25 to
$5.00.
Mutton supply Is small, 23,000 last
week and only 6,000 here today. The
market advanced 10 to 20 cents last
week, and is strong todlay.
Most
of the supply is clipped lambs today,
selling at $7.25 to $7.60, with a small
number of gonts at $4.25. Wooled
lambs are worth oip to $8.65 and
ewes Jt.KS, btit supplies of these
classes will be limited from now on.
Clipped yearlings and wethers
are
worth around $6.25, ewes $5.75. for
fed stock. Clipped Arizona yearlings
sold at $7.10, and sheep at $5.75 late
last week, clipped Texas wethers $5.45
to $5.75, goats $4.00 to $4.25.
STOCK SALES.
Kansas City, May 24. Representative sales of sheep, lambs and goats
at Kansas City this week:
Monday. May 20.
Colorado-Arizona
Sheep Co., River-dalColo. 513 lambs, 70 lbs.. $8.50.
Catling, Texas. 740 wethers, 87
lbs., $5.45.
N. B. C, Texas. 506 goats, 93 lbs.,

e,

$4.25.

Williamson, Texas. 481 goats, 86
Daggett, Texas. 183 spring lambs,
47 lbs., $5.50.
Reed and Son, Texas. 175 goats,

lbs.. $4.20.

PAGK HJLVENf

fol-

We're Always

CJ.

Simon

isi-do- ro

Lorenzo Cordova, Jose de la Cruz
Olguln, Juan Montoya. Max H. Mon-toySalamon lino y Lucero, Ramon
Barreras, John Goddard, Juan Jose
Montoya, Ruben Gutierrez. Max D.
Fitch. Pedro Chaves. W. J. Weather-bF. F. Mudge, Jose rle la Cruz
Barreras, Jamb Vigil, Pedro Ronqull-lW. R. Fischer. itm Mlchaells,
Francisco Jarnmtllo, Antonio Grlecn,
Charles Hitchcock, George F. Williams, Jose SUva, Jeff Hill. William Armstrong,
Nestor
Armljo,
George
Anderson.
Jesus
Cor.
dova, Remlgio Pena, Felix Miranda.
Patroclnlo iiema. W. W. Jones. Jose
Sanchez, L. H. O'Rear, Vlctorlo
A. W. Manning.
a,

y,

o.

Cir. Coal and Second

L.

W.

CITIZEN.

Petit Jury.

20c per yd. up.
W.V. Futrelle Furniture

lows;

EVENING

SIs-ner-

HAIR DRESSER ATT) CTTIROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at Tier parlors. No
209 West Railroad avenue. Is or- pared to give thorough scalp treatment do hair dressing, treat corns
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and mani
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepare
tlon of complexion cream builds us
the skin and Improves the Comdex- Ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hal.
tonlo that cures and prevents dan
druff and hair falling out: restorti
life to dead hair: removes tnolea.
warts and superfluous hair. Also i
face powder, a freckle cure and trim
pie cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment m
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
is also used ror rheumatism, pntn
and massage.

E4.1.ENDEAVOR to conduct our business on
me uoiaen jxuie plan. We give, a Man
Clothincr that. Will snristw Viim onrl
be as represented. Clothing, that will cause hirn
1

-

1

to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.99" or "The Best Clothing in

the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satis-

factory measure of value for his money, backed
bv our iron-cla- d
eruarantee of" Mnnnv hn.r ifmn
want it." We do business on the square.

Ml.

MAN theDELL

Agent for
WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

COAL
. BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$8.50
BE8T AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
98.50

WOOD

Mexico City

a
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AFTER MAY 18

John

EXCURSIONS

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

and return

June
la inclusive.
limit August
I IIUIT
M0.2S.

Norfolk, Va., and' return. 15 day limit.
day'
72 0; season
,. .V5iv Blxty
1 K
tD9 .e
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
fcpnngs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. $0, 1907. Return
limit OeL SI. 1AAT
Columbus, Ohio, and return. $7.0.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
19th and 10th. Return limit June
Dickson, Tenn., and return. iJ.7s.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
Sinai limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.

None Better,

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

KILL the COUCH
CURE thi LUNC8

and

Thos. F. Keleher

WITH

DEVOES READY FAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts FIt Tears.

$4.15.

Texas. 1221 goats, 83
lbs., $4.15; 120 gouts, 74 lbs., $3.65.
Wednesday, May 22.
Lockhart L. S. Co., Sugar City,
Colo. 236 lambs, 79 lbs., $8.60.
Mclntiwh. Klmdalle, Kajisa. 153
lambs, 73 lbs., $8.40; 224 ewes. 111
Overstrcet,

408 Wist RMllremd Avtnu

Traction Park

CASINO
The Manhattan Musical Comedy Co.

TONIGHT

83 lbs., $4.00.

Friday. May 21.
J. Marlman, Robinson. Colo. 789
lambs. 71 lbs., $8.60; 423 ewes, 80
lbs., $6.85.
BURLINGTON EM I'LOYES
W. Marlman.
Las Animas, 512
GET MORE WAGES. lambs, 72 lbs., $8.50.
Omaha, Neb., May 29. Salary adColt & It., Lss Animas, Colo. 4 99
vances averaging 10 per cent have lambs, 69 lbs., $8.35.
W. A. Colt, Las Animas, Colo. 23
by
granted
railBurlington
been
the
road to employes over the entire sys- lambs, 57 lbs., $8.35; 21 ewes, 73 lbs.,
$6.60.
tem.
Garrett, Maver, Arizona. 363 clipAll employes Bhare In the Increase
ped yearlings, 81 lbs., $7.10; 600 clip
except the trainmen,
whose wages ped
ewes, 98 lbs., $5.75.
were fixed by a conference, and the
1126 Clip
Texas.
telegraphers, who recently received pedBrown, Abilene.
wethers. 77 lbs., $5.75.
an advance.
Total receipts of sheep, lambs and
H. R. Nlckerson,
vice goats
formerly
this week 23,000, market 10 to
president of the Central
Mexicano 20 cents
higher for the week.
railroad, has been appointed president of the Sierra Madre & Pacific
road and leaves for the east today,
accompanied by G. Cook, one of the
directors of the road. Mr. Nlckerson
is an old Santa Fe railroad man.

than two months the Pennsylvania
railroad has been experimenting with
a new block signal system, which has
attracted the attention of all operating officials and of the Interstate commerce commission.
The new system
has been installed between Philadelphia and Ehvyn, Pa., a distance of
During the rush
about twelve miles.
hours of the morning and evening
the average time between trains on
this division is only thirteen minutes,
so that the new system is having a
severe test.
It is stated that the experiments
have thus far proven very satisfactory to the officials of the company,
and that it is possible the new system will be extended to other porT:
Two semations of the system.
Mrs.
C.
J.
Eisenmayer,
Trenton,
of
of
one.
two
phore arms instead
and
r,
lights instead of one, are used for 111., the mother of Herman Elsen-mayethe night cierk at the Alva-radSocorro. N. M., May 29-- The
every Indication or signal, except
who
has
city
In
been
for
the
grand and petit Juries for the term
movethose governing
some
time,
on
left
train
this
morning
of
gives
court beginning in Socorro Mon
ments.
The new system also
day, June 3, were drawn by Hon.
two kinds of "stop" signals, one of No. 8 for her home..
which causes the engineer to stop
for a certain period of time, and the
other to stop until a signal permits
him to proceed.
The number of signals which can
and are given by the semaphores are
greatly increased.
This phase of the
system Is receiving criticism from
many.
A large number of operating
officials believe that the language of
the semaphore and the lights should
be confined and limited to strictly
l
two words, "stop" and "proceed."
o,

low-spe-

The

60o$1.00
Free Trial.

OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG laOUB-LEor MONET BACK.

3,

breaking in

No
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needed

PENNYROYAL
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ANN A fcOW

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

Walker, Texas. 104 weth
lbs., $5.50; 57 goats, 84 lbs.,

Stolleg L. S. Co., Carlsbad, N. M.
clipped lambs, 70 lbs.. $6.75.
Turner, Texas. 771 goats, 74 lbs.,
$4.22.
Akes & Son. Del Rio, Texas. 498
goats, 82 lbs., $4.20.
A. 8. Baylor, Uvalde, Texas. 264
goats, 78 lbs., $4.15.
Comstock, New Mexico. 350 goats,

(JOUGN8an4

FIRE INSURANCE,

&

149

Price

0NSUMPTI0M

FOR

JAP-A-LA-

save.

lbs.. $6.80.

Hart
ers. 79
$4.0.

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery

REAL, ESTAT
LOANS.
Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

67 ltbs., $3.60.

Tuesday, May 21.
Colorado-Arizona
Sheep Co., River-dal- e,
Colo. 634 lambs, 69 lbs., $8.60,
265 lambs, 70 lbs., $8.50.
Cooper, Texas. 241 goats, 90 lbs.,
$4.15.
Hnylor, Texas. 295 goats, 72 lbs.,

-

Don't Tay Alimony,
to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for Jt If
you keep your bowels regular
with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appendix
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggist
25a Try them.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and

mm
join)

Washington

it '

f asmonea Apparel

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

FOR CASH ONLY

B3f

iflitl

ON THE SQUARE!
W

I

x

r

It emit

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

tanth the fact

INSURANCE
The flexible sole Red Cross Secretary Mutual Building Aeftocia.
tlon.
Office
at 217 West Railre4
Shoe is comfortable from arenue.
'he start.

The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
comfortable

Bal-Lunati- cs

W.'E. MAUGEP

VJOOL

'

with Raube and Mauger
Office, lis North First Be
AJLBCQCKRQCK,
N. If.

rori a or aoi
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Has
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your order for
this line with us.
NORTH TH TJ BT

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

A Musical Satire in Three Acts

All Kinds of Freeh

8, Kid On
Vaunt Colt
W.

eiuitr,

Between the acts Colored Moving Pictures

(4-0-

and Salt Mi
Steam Sausago Factory.
EMIT, KMEVWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third Btiess

)xfords,

The Life of Christ

'

$3-- 5

IIP

ligh Shoes.
$4.00
'

PRICES 25c.

RESERVED SEATS 35c
OX3X0K)00OCCOX)8)0 08XOS00Ot00D8K)C)08S

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Railroad Avbu

D. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms 11 and 14 Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. Telephone No.

II.

vik

m

na ran SOItftM nBV
and get it back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,
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Vst.D

CARDS
1'OK RAILROAD TICKETS.
Harold H. Mure, the well known
traveling hKent fur the Santa Fe lines.
Is one of the most resourceful men
H I'M NEKS

The foremost temperance
workers agree that the use
of a mild stimulant like
beer, does not create an
appetite for strong drink,
and is actually healthful.
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H
F.bst E'ue Ribbon Beer
has the lowest percent-ageo- f
alcohol of any beer,
and the highest percentage of real, nourishing
food.

The Tabst Brewing Pro
cess is based on practical.
healthful principles, and
gives to Blue Ribbon Beer
qualities most desired from
a temperance standpoint.

Ernest Meyers
11M18

& Co,

W. Silver Are.. Albjuoy
phone 125.
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H

COME

TO BELEN, 11 M,

-

BELEN IS 11 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADXNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2MH0
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 0 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST.
IXG !1,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITT N, THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

A-.-

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
MH

BECKER,

Presi

WM. M. BERGER,

4K4K4K0400
rOKOwOV3K4HC4K0

A Railway

--

c

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LEVE THROCGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S,

Im-

Sec'y

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARB LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONET
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
WITH
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

IO00404K4404Kt4K440
KtK4Ke04r04C44
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ALBUQUERQUE

winm woht.

PERSONAL

CRAZED BY

PAKAORAPHS
WF.ATIirit

'

w

STYLE
FIT

ft

Are the Vital
Elements In Every
Perfect Shoe

WEAJR.

T11A1N

Xo.
No.
No.
No.
No.

fa

and the Conspicuous Feature in Every
Pair of Shoe3 Sold in Our Store
It requires ncltlior a sermon nor
ot tlie absolnte importorlty of our line.
shoes, hence we trust to your verdict.

lecture to convince you
are a Jmljfe of (Cood

You

$1.75 to $3.00
2.50 to 4.00
1.75 to 4.00
to 5.00
1.50 to 8.50

Men's Work Shoes
Men" Dress Shoes
Men's Oxford
Women's Shoes
Women's Oxfords
Women's Sllnners

1.10 to

f1

V Osr.T OerST Birrs

fa

OtTU OrTST D7ey

CM7f

077 EeT
r.

GEO. W. MICKOX

8.00

DTir OzTiiy Cca?
Y.

it

k

MAYNARO

Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

The HICKOX - MA YNARD CO.

NEW MEXICO '8 LEA OINQ JE WELER8
South Second St.
front

Tha Arch

North First St.

Jill Kinds ot Indian and Maxlcan Goods. Tha Cbaapasl
Plaea to boy Navajo Blankets mnd Maxlcan Drawn Work
Mail Ordara Garafuily and Promptly rillad.

The

J.

M.

O'RIELLY DRUG CO.
Or
CUT

BRILLUNT

Plumbers

W.R.R.Ave.

1321-32- 3

GO.

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

erators

Cream
Freezers

most
complete
in the city

Agile

Crew of Annesley Mutiny
When Master Attempts to
Cast Vessel Ashore.

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

NEW INQUIRY

One of the Joys of Spring

Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

DIVORCE CASE

to Order.
Stamping Ion
Materials for

....

We want to call your attention
to our Shoe Department. We sell
the two most popular lines in the
United States. Our Hanan and
Douglas brands both prize winners
in their class

Prices $3.50 to $6.50
We have just opened up some
beautiful hew things in Low Cuts.
Call and Sao

The Railroad
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad mnd Copper A ve., Tel. 74

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

MOWERS

None Better

Beef Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

Steaks

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Just what you
Just what you
need.

York, May 29. The federal
authorities will take a hand in the Mrs. M.
224 W. Gold
C Wilson
case of Howard Gould and his wife.
which Police Commissioner Bingham
has been Investigating during the past
week. Mrs. Goulds statement that
her letters were tampered with will
G. H.
be the subject of a searching Inquiry
and the matter will be formally
brought to the attention of PostmasAvenue Optician
It was said today that The Central
ter Wilcox.
poxtolHce Inspectors without waiting
114 Central Avenue
for an official notification of Mrs
Gould's charge, have gone to work on
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
the case.
Her declaration that Bpeclal
men were engaged In tracing her
movements Is to be investigated "V
William Flynn. of the New York di
Mrs. Gould has given the po
vision.
New Location
lice commissioner descriptions of the
men who were tracking ner anu
whom he thinks were police detec- 424 NORTH SECOND) ST.
tives.
Members of the force, who are
TELEPHONE 43
suspected, will be lined up for

I

7

HAVE YOU

The New Electrical Signs

Palace
AVE.

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glus. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKK DEAIj.

We Invite

Hpeelul

Casino.

matinee tomorrow at the
"Fun In a Boarding School."
NITRSK.

Mrs. A. II. Meyer,

IMS

South Third

GIELITZ

The Season's Newest
and Latest.

Is the place for fash-- J
lonable and timely
footwear.

THEM?

SEEM

w

Manufactured By

BELL'S LIVERY v Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.,

THE

want.

BUTTER

3Z

FANCY WORK

Games

RAILROAD

Shoes, Tan or Black

Low

FANCY DRY GOODS

IN

New

Just Arrived

EVER ITT

your thin
summer suit to hold its
shape and color, if you
want no kick to come in the
end, see that your suit is of "all wool" and from a reputable
clothier.
Such Suits are reasonable at $t$.oo to $25.00.
He will soon 'learn, who experiments with shoddy
clothing, that it is not satisfactory.
Men are learning every day that the better'kind of
clothing is the most economical in the long run.

'V

Heis, of Isleta. Is in the

GOULD

Diamond

If you want

MARKET

gfJJ J CREAMERY

Ice

is the

Hobby is a Bad One

WRECHHIP

--

White

Refrig-

MEAT

KANSAS CITY

Tinners

Our

TO

The Cheap Clothing

McCofmick Harvesters and Mowers

OLABt

H. E. Fox. Secretary and Manager.

HARDWARE

TRIES

HIGHLAND

San Francisco. May 29. After nar
rowly escaping destruction on the
desolate coast of Argentina, the crew
city.
the British bark Annesley, which
Mrs. Ford, of Laguna, l registered of
arrived here, has refused to endanger
lit the Alvarado.
their lives at the hands of an Intoxi
Jose Garcia, of Magdalena, was In cated mate, who had assumed com
Alhunuerque yesterday.
mand of the vessel on the death of
took
the captain, and practically
J. S. Lawton arrived In Albuquercharge of the bark, throwing over
que from Klncon yesterday.
the
in
board
stored
liquor
all
the
Jose Garcia y Ortega, a wealthy
sheepman of Magdalena, Is here on cabin. With the aid of the other two
mates they handled the vessel until
business today.
the acting skipper had recovered
Solomon Hlbo arrived here from from
effects of the liquor, and
He Is here on when the
Grant's yesterday.
the bark put in at Montevideo
business.
the British consul relieved the mate
Max Corrllle, deputy sheriff of fo of his command, and an Investigation
corro county, Is In Albuquerque on resulted In the cancelling of Ills li
business today.
cense. . , '
The Annesley, commanded by Cap
Victor .Sals, of this city, who has
been visiting his ranch In Socorro tain Culbert, sailing from Newcastle,
England, 3X3 days ago with a general
county, returned today.
cargo.
After a month out Captain
A marriage license was Issued to
Culbert
died of heart trouble and his
day to Knmona Mares and Elfraclo body
was buried at sea.
First Mate
Sllva, both of Pena Blanca.
Gould took command of the ship,
Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls, who and,
according to
sailors state
has been to Lbs Vegas and Santa Fe ment,, he started tothedrink heavily
on business, returned to the city laa,t Good weather iirtvailed until the vi
night.
cinity of Cape Horn, when for thirty
J. H. Abell, who has charge of the days the vessel battled with terrlnc
repair work at the Helen cut-o- ff
gales.
The sails and rigging were
came to Albuquerque on business last damaged by the raging elements, and
HERMAN ZWEIGART
night.
the decks were so Hooded by the seas
Herman Schwelzer, manager of the that the water leaked through the
PROPRIETOR
The pumps
Harvey curio room, returned from hatches Into the hold.
the Grand canyon this morning on became damaged and partially use
less.
Phone 1 85
When there was three feet of
Arno&Coal
train No. 2.
captain
A marriage license was granted to- - water in. the. hold the acting
the wisdom of running for
day to Alma Watson and Joseph T, saw
Montevideo, f He continued drinking (X)COOOOOOOOCXXDO(X)0(XOOXO
I ne contracting parues are and
Morion.
days, the sailors declare, left
for
both of this city.
the vessel In the care of his subordln
I. A. Dye. of the Domingo Lumber ate officers and the crew.
company, which Is operating on the
The culmination finally came when
Jemez national forest reserve, was at the mate sailed the bark close to the
Domingo station yesterday on busi rocky coast of Argentine Republic,
ness.
and would have undoubtedly run the
Charles A. Baldwin, with the Re vessel ashore but for the prompt
comliance Electric and Construction
work of the crew In letting go the
pany, of this city, Is at San Pedro In anchor.
The vessel's progress was
115-11- 7
I
stalling a gasoline lighting system for stopped within a few yards of the
breakers. When the Annesley sailed
the liellauce company.
Between
Byron Wilson, the young son of Dr, out of danger the men decided to
E. N. Wilson, who was Injured In the take complete charge until the skip
hand by the explosion of dynamite per had recovered his faculties. They
caps two weeks ago. Is doing well raided his quarters and seized sev
eral cases of port and whisky and
and is able to be around.
sea.
Col. W. H. Greer, who recently re threw them into the was
reached the
When Montevideo
turned to this city from California,
was
notified
and he re
British
consul
connnea to ma Kimriuieiiis fit
the mate from the command
Craige hotel as the result of a slight moved
the vessel. The owners In Eng
He Is expected to be out in of
Illness.
land were cabled and after a stay of
a few days, as there Is nothing sen six
weeks In port Captain Cerlex ar
oils In his malady.
rived and brought the Annesley to
Mrs,
company,
with
The Manhattan
this port by the Cape of Good Hope
"The New route.
Flske. which presents
York Idea" at the Elks' opera hous
tonight, arrived at noon today on the
Special matinee tomorrow at the
California limited from Baton, where Casli.i. "Fun In a Boarding School
seen
they played last night.
The
Killed llv Wife nud Son.
orv anrl basfaire for the nlav arrived
29.
V. Va., May
ParkeraLmrtf.
here at 4 o'clock thfs afternoon on a
Word
has been received here of a
freight train.
The Manhattan com
a
county.
In
which
In
:
Ritchie
murder
pany leaves tonight for El Paso,
mother and mm slew the huoand and
where they play tomorrow.
In
bed.
lay
aleep
while he
J. C. Kline, who was Injured Sun- father
victim of the murder was Harvey
day on a cattle train, which passed The
According to the reports re
Yoho.
through Albuquerque on that day. Is ceived here. Yoho. after
a quarrel
at the Savoy. Kline was Jerked from with
wife In which the son also
his
injuries
in
the
the train and received
is said
participated, went to bed.
leg. He was employed to go with the that the mother and son hadIt threat3,000 head of cattle which were shipmorning
and
before
kill
him
to
ened
ped from Moffett, Texas, to La Junta, no
sooner had he fallen asleep than
Colo. These cattle were moved north they "stole to his bedroom and shot
because of the drought in the south him.
this year. The owners shipped the
whole herd north rather than risk
Special mutlnee tomorrow at th
keeping them In Texas this season.
Casino. "Fun In a Bourdlng School."
Frank Mudra, general foreman at
Rnrnfont Hernials, with heavv soles
Dawson, N. M., for the Southwestern
Mercantile company, has purchased and soft tan colored uppers, for chilof Paul Teutsch, representative of all dren, women and men 5 to S, ttOe;
foreign steamship lines, 1n New Mex- 9 to 11. $1,110: 12 to 2, $1.25: 3 to 8,
ico, a ticket for his brother-in-la$1.50 at C. May a Shoe Store, 314
Joseph Imramovsky, now In Antwerp. West Railroad avenue.
o
Holland. The ticket Is first class and
Special matinee tomorrow at the
reads from Antwerp, Holland, to Alsebuquerque, N. M.
Mudra .las
Casino. "Fun In a Boarding School."
BUY MERRITTS
cured a position at Dawson for his
CarA a!irn
"Rnnml for 'Rent.
brother-in-laThe transaction for
"Board." etc.. for sale at the office of
the ticket was made by
The Evening Clttzn.
Mis

10T.

TREE PRUNERS

LIBBEY'S

THE WAGNER

4
8

time.
time.
time.
time.
time.

8.

IQUOR

WATER
COOLERS

The busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
reoently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting. The best of everything In our line.

AN ELEGANT LINE

It

WEDNESDAY, MAY

Ref t ige ator s, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

"

7

AKIUVAI8.

L

CITIZEN.

Spring Lamb

We Are Displaying

toe

On
On
On
On
On

1

SKIPPER

I'OHKC.YST.

Denver. Colo., Mny 29. Partly
with
cloudy tonight and Thursday.
lural showers; cooler In southeast
portion tonight.

EVENING

High Grade Shoes
Our Specialty

i

S02 Wett Railroad Avenue. Phone 131

The IDEAL SHOE STORE

They Speak For Themselves:

Leon

21

Hertzog.

Manager

West Railroad Ave.

the TAILOR

Maker of
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Fine Clothes

'Wall-ove-

r

Shoes Make the Feet

Glad"

N. T. Armijo Building.

Room 7.

Eastman Kodaks

For Service
The

For Appearance

Best Medium Priced

O TJ

R

Trousers

G TJ A R

on

the Market

AXTEE

You may buy a pair of Dutchess Trouters and wear them
two months. For every suspender button that comes off we
will pay you Ten Cents. If they rip at the waist band we will
pay you Fifty Cents.
If they rip in the seat or elsewhere, we will pay you One Dol-

lar or Give

You

a New Pair.

HAW LEY

On the Corner

O

Wm. CHAPLIN

0

The Leading Stationer.

Wholesale Distributors

(9

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

FINE FOO TIVEA R
Agents For

rLOrtSHCIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.

Tl I I TTZIW Y
New Line Just Received
MISS

o

Not Made by the Trust
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - -

C P. CRANE

S 2 North Second
1

Spculi

of

Street

122 South Second

TICKETS

R.R

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Anoclatloo
Transaction
Cuarentaso
1 18 W, R.R, Ave
ROSENFIBO'S.
OffJoa

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
) 119 VVett Co)d

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loan Kodaks free.
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